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Abstract:       

On 13 November 2015, Paris was hit by three coordinated 

terrorist attacks, later claimed by ISIS, considered by many internationally as a terrorist 

organization. The symbiotic relationship between the media and terrorism, explained in this 

thesis, makes it complex for the media to play a positive role in Peace Education. The aim of 

this study is to develop an understanding of how the media can play a role in peace education 

through its coverage of terrorist attacks. It explores (a) whether the media coverage of the 

13/11/2015 attacks in particular played any of it role in Peace Education and aims to shed light 

on (b) what characterizes this media coverage, as well as (c) French citizen’s perceptions. The 

research then offers (d) ways in which this role of the media in peace education can be 

improved further, especially when covering acts of terrorism. To answer these questions, the 

author of this thesis engaged in interpretivist, qualitative data-analysis, conducting a series of 

in-depth interviews with 7 French citizens. 

An in-depth data analysis, combining thematic and narrative analysis, revealed issues 

of distrust in the media largely due to its sensationalism and over reporting which accentuates 

the state of anxiety and chaos. The results of the study suggest the need for a better control of 

social media, explained by the paradox of tolerance. The research concludes with a discussion 

on the main findings of the thesis and the normative standpoint the author takes. It engaged 

with a constructivist approach to Peace Education and the theory of mediatization and argues 

that media can indeed play a significant role in peace education. 

Keywords:  

Alternative Media, Constructivism, Mediatization, November 13th 2015 Paris Terrorist attacks, 

Peace Education, Peace Journalism, Peace Media, Social Media, Structural violence, 

Terrorism, Traditional Media.  
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Chapter I. Introduction 

1.1. Background 

On November 13th 2015 a series of co-ordinated terrorist attacks hit Paris, killing 130 

people and leaving hundreds wounded. The Bataclan concert hall along with restaurants and 

bars of the 10th and 11th Arrondissements were hit by gunmen. The surroundings of the national 

stadium were hit by suicide bombers, during a match between Germany and France, attended 

by the French President. The attacks were later claimed by the Islamic State (IS) (for more 

information about the attacks, see references (BBC, 2015; CNN, 2015)). Following the tragedy, 

the media played an important role in sharing the information but also in showcasing solidarity, 

deconstructing the enemy image and rebuilding the society. Mass media is an important source 

of information in such situations and can play a positive role in peace education. As Donald 

and Warshel point out (2009), peace education “teaches people and groups grassroots strategies 

for preventing outbreaks of violence, managing ongoing conflict, and sustaining newly signed 

peace accords. Thanks to advances in communication technology, these strategies can be used 

outside the formal education setting. They may be directed through a wide array of 

communication channels, such as face-to-face interaction, radio, TV, film, the Internet, 

puppetry, music, dance, and theatre”. Here, media is taken as a combination of traditional mass 

media as well as alternative and social media. Mass media represents the main form of 

communication in the modern world, a key element to shaping public opinion, which means 

that according to Donald and Warshel’s definition outlined above, it is a major element that 

can be used to direct strategies of peace education and can be a valuable tool to counter 

terrorism. The role of the media in peace education will be explored further in subchapter 2.3., 

and all along this thesis.  
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1.2.Statement of the research problem   

1.2.1. Case Study selection 

The case study choice for this thesis - the Paris terrorist attacks of November 13th 2015- 

was made for several reasons. A study published by CREDOC (Centre for Study and 

Observation of Conditions of life, 2018) (“The Attacks of November 13th 2015, a marker of 

collective memory”) attempted to find an understanding of the links between an individual and 

collective memory of a traumatic event. It showed that 70% of French people interviewed 

spontaneously cite the November 13 attacks as the terrorist act that affected them the most 

since 2000 (CREDOC, 2018). 

The country was already shaken down from January 7th to 9th 2015, when a series of 

terrorist attack hit the headquarters of the newspaper Charlie Hebdo and a local neighborhood 

convenience store, killing 17 people. One of the hypothesis used to explain why the terrorist 

attacks that happened in January and those that happened in November, affected differently the 

collective memory is that there was a gap in the media coverage between the two attacks and 

that the latter was largely over-mediatized. A research conducted by INA (National Institute of 

the Audio-visual) offers a comparative study of the media coverage between these two attacks: 

the study shows that globally, the coverage of both attacks were similar (Masclef, 2019). The 

hypothesis that a gap in media coverage between the attacks explains the differences in how it 

affected the collective memory is then discarded. So, the question remains, what can explain 

that French citizens seem to have been more affected by one than the other? An hypothesis that 

can be taken from the study conducted by CREDOC is that the terrorist acts committed in 

November 2015 in France are engraved so strongly in the collective memory because they 

represent a memorial marker in history and a break between a before and after (Mansencal et 

Al., 2018). These terrorist attacks were also the deadliest event in France since the Algerian 

war and occurred in areas where any French citizen could have been at that moment.  
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These were some of the reasons why the attacks so strongly affected all social levels of 

the society (Mansencal et Al., 2018), across all geographical areas in France. The study also 

shows that a high percentage of French people interviewed in 2018 remember very clearly the 

conditions in which they found out about the events: 93% remember where they were, 87% 

their first conversation about it, and 94% how they found out, for 78% through media coverage 

(Mansencal et Al., 2018). Compared to the January which targeted specific institutions, these 

attacks targeted everyone, any person living in France their normal day-to-day life.  

The choice of this particular case of the Paris terrorist attacks of November 13th 2015 was 

motivated by the strong impact this event had on the collective memory of French citizens as 

well as by the extensive media coverage and the main role it played on this collective memory.   

1.3.Research puzzle  

It has been shown in previous research that the media can influence people towards hatred 

and violence, such as the use of propaganda by many authoritarian regimes to influence 

people’s negative perception of others, which will be mentioned in subchapter 2.3. Mass media 

influences people every day and the way we reflect on current affairs is strongly affected by 

how these are portrayed by the media, as is explained by the theory of mediatization, which 

highlights the importance of media in modern culture and societies. In communication studies, 

the term ‘mediatisation’ refers to the theory that the political discourse, whole societies and 

institutions are shaped and dependent on mass media (Mazzoleni & Schulz, 1999).  

This is no different for the terrorist attacks that happened on 13th November 2015 in France. 

The general vision of media coverage of terrorism is quite negative: it is believed by many that 

the media is an accomplice to terrorism, carrying the terrorist message and bringing the 

attention and publicity terrorists are searching for (Spencer, 2012).  
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It is also believed that terrorism brings to the media the type of news that attracts the audiences: 

this relationship between the media and terrorism can be described as symbiotic (Spencer, 

2012), which is discussed in greater detail in sub-chapter 2.4. However, media’s impact on 

fuelling or the escalation of conflicts as well as its negative aspect seems to be more widely 

recognized than its positive impact on peace building (Gaur, p.1, 2018).  

Media can play a role in peace education, as was developed in Communication and 

Peace: Mapping an emerging field (Hoffman et Al., 2015b), and is the main means of sharing 

information after a terrorist attack. This thesis acknowledges the theory that mass media is a 

tool for peace education and explores the hypothesis that media’s coverage of the 13/11/2015 

Paris terrorist attacks played a role in peace education. 

The main research questions for this thesis are as follow:  

• Did the media play a role in peace education in its coverage of the Paris terrorist attacks? 

➔ What characterizes the coverage of the attacks by the French media? 

➔ How did French citizens perceive the media’s coverage of the attacks?  

➔ How can the media’s role in peace education particularly when covering 

terrorism be improved further? 

To answer these research questions, the thesis will use semi-structured interviews as 

primary data-collection method in order to explore the perceptions of the participants on the 

media coverage of the attacks. I will supplement this with the use of other forms of data 

collection throughout the research process in order to triangulate the outcome of the data 

gathered.  
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Chapter II. Conceptual and Theoretical framework 

This thesis explores multiple concepts and is based on a set theoretical framework which will 

be explained further in this chapter.  

2.1. The development of Peace Education  

The term Peace Education is constituted of two main elements: education refers to the 

process that transmits institutionalized knowledge and skills, and the concept of peace, which 

was explored above.  

There are different approaches to peace education. Some scholars believe peace 

education is primarily a knowledge-based subject that can be directly taught in the school 

curriculum (Fountain, 1999, p.39). This approach defines peace as “multi-disciplinary 

academic and moral quest for solutions to the problems of war and injustice with the 

consequential development of institutions and movements that will contribute to a peace that 

is based on justice and reconciliation.” (1986, COPRED). Others believe peace education is a 

set of skills, knowledge, values and attitudes promoted either by being explicitly taught but 

also by being subtly infused in a wider variety of educational contexts (Fountain, 1999, p.39). 

These are “ needed  to  bring  about  behaviour changes that will enable […] to prevent conflict 

and violence,  both  overt  and  structural;  to  resolve  conflict  peacefully;  and  to create  the  

conditions  conducive  to  peace,  whether  at  an  intrapersonal, interpersonal, intergroup,  

national or international level” (Fountain, 1999, p.1). This vision defines peace education as “a 

global term applying to all educational endeavours and activities […] which promote, in the  

learner,  attitudes  of  tolerance  and  empathy  […]  so  that  learners  will  have  the  capacity 

and motivation, individually and collectively, to live in peace with others” (Cremin, 1993).  

The third perspective which is more modern, views peace education as a combination 

of the two approaches outlined above. This approach is the dominant one in these times and 
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the approach taken for this thesis. Peace education prepares young people for global 

responsibility; enables them to understand the nature and implications of global 

interdependence; and helps them to accept responsibility to work for a just, peaceful and viable 

global community (Reardon, 1988; Fountain, 1999). The aim is to address structural violence 

in a society and stewardship, citizenship and inter-group relationships are the main themes 

(Reardon, 1988). Ideas relating to the consequences of war and social injustice, a need for care, 

loving the world, values and just social structures as well as being able to imagine a peaceful 

future are developed by James Pages when defining Peace Education (Page, 2008, p.189).  

For Galtung, Peace Studies have a focus on skill-building and the reforming of cultures 

and social structures (the basis of cultural and structural violence) that have values and norms 

opposite to peace represents the essential change (Galtung and Ikeda, 1995). Peace Education 

in the context of this study therefore refers to all the strategies that can be put in place in order 

to change skills and attitudes towards a culture of peace. 

“A peace culture is a culture that pro-

motes peaceableness. […] In other words 

peaceableness is  an  action-concept,  

involving  a  constant shaping  and  

reshaping  of  under-standings,  situations  

and  behaviours  in a constantly changing  

world,  in  order to sustain  individual  and  

collective well-being” (Boulding, 1992, 

p.107).  

 

2.2. Understanding the concepts of Violence and Peace 

Violence is usually defined in three groups: organized violence (which would refer to 

war, for instance), unorganized violence (which refers to direct interpersonal violence such as 

rape, kidnapping, assault, etc.), and finally structural violence (which refers to the system, 

social structure or institutions, preventing people from meeting their basic needs or interests). 

As Boersema (2018, p.117) argues, “Such structures can be prevailing attitudes or practices, 

such as sexism, racism, ageism, etc., or they might be in the form of specific institutional 
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policies or practices, such as discriminatory law”. This structural violence can also be 

organized (such as restrictions in civil liberties) or unorganized (such as a culture of racism). 

Violence is a state in which “human beings are being influenced so that their actual somatic 

and mental realizations are below their potential realizations” (Galtung 1969, pp.167-191).  

“Peace, then, would be a state in which those potentials are actualized” (Boersema, 2018, 

p.117). The potentials cannot be realized when in a state of war, but Galtung adds that these 

potentials cannot be realized in a context of structural violence either. This structural violence 

is part of the fourth distinction developed by Galtung (1969) “whether or not there is a subject 

(person) who acts”. There may not be any person who is directly hurting another but the 

violence is built in the system or the structure. It would show up as inequalities, unequal power 

which leads to unequal life chances. Structural violence can make reference to social injustice 

(Galtung, 1969, p.171).  

 

Figure 1 from Galtung, Violence, Peace and Peace Research (1969, p.173). 

The notion of cultural violence refers to images, stories but also beliefs that justify and 

legitimize violence, especially structural violence. It includes for example hate speech, gender 

violence, myths and legends of war heroes. (McGoldrick and Lynch, 2000, p.9). 

In defining violence, it is also important to note that conflict and violence are two 

distinct terms: conflict can be something positive, it can fuel change and have positive 

outcomes when it is managed correctly. Conflict simply refers to a situation where two or more 
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parties have incompatible aims, it does not necessarily entail violence, while violence is usually 

started by conflict.  

Lynch and McGoldrick explain the cycle of violence and human reaction to violence: 

first, the feelings of shock and fright, disbelief that the horror and atrocities even happened. 

People then start to come to term with it and start to feel pain: the grieving process begins. 

When people come to terms with this grief and their loss, they experience anger: “why did they 

have to die?” (Lynch, McGoldrick, 2000, p.11). This anger turns to bitterness: 

 “Anger hardens into bitterness over time. 

Bitterness is anger plus memory. […] So 

it fuels the call for revenge: ‘they burnt my 

house down, so let’s burn theirs, and a few 

more besides’. It is so clear, isn’t it, that 

only outcome of this cycle is more 

violence?” (Lynch, McGoldrick, 2000, 

p.11). 

 

Peace “is not an easy concept to define” (Johnson and Johnson, 2005, p.276).  Peace 

has often been defined as simply the absence of war and violence, but many scholars have 

argued against this definition. According to Boersema (2018, p.116), “this conception places 

violence as the central, basic concept, with peace being a secondary, derivative one”. The 

attempts to define peace has resulted in two main positions on the subject: the ideas of positive 

peace and negative peace. The concerns for the absence of war and violence are important and 

are considered under ‘negative peace’, as in the ‘freedom from’ (Boersema, 2018, p.116).  The 

concept of ‘positive peace’ however include the idea of ‘freedom to’: not only should people 

be protected from violence, but they should also have the opportunities to fulfil their potential. 

This vision of peace as positive peace is the definition adopted in this thesis and in the field of 

peace education in general.  
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2.3. The role of media in peace education. 

For the purpose of this study, the term ‘media’ is taken as what is generally called 

‘traditional’ mass media (which includes the radio, the television, the magazines and the 

newspapers) as well as alternative and social media. These two have been strongly intertwined 

in the last decade (Van Dijck, 2013). Some definitions of the media have a tendency towards 

uniformity, showcasing only one way to do media, but it fails to account on the differentiated 

nature of the media system (Coyer, Dowmunt and Fountain, 2007). “It fails to register that 

different ways of doing media practice promote open and effective communication within 

society (Coyer et Al., 2007, p.15). Alternative media are media that differ from the main types 

of media including traditional media, in terms of their content, production or distribution 

(Downing, 2001). They usually are non-commercial projects which are representative of those 

often excluded from mainstream media (such as LGBTQI+ groups, ethnic minorities, labour 

groups, etc.) (Atton, 2002), in forms such as radio, print, street art, performance, music, or any 

other form of communication. This study therefore defines media as all means of 

communication used to deliver data or information of any type in a society.  

The idea of using media for peace purposes emerged following substantive studies on 

propaganda. Social scientists came up with the hypothesis that if media had been used to 

convince people for purposes of war, maybe it could be valuable for social advancement too 

(Lippmann, 1925). However, at this stage it was argued that this ability should only be available 

to the elite. Bernays (1923) referred to the use of propaganda for education purposes and the 

control of this education by the educated minority only. According to him, “The only difference 

between 'propaganda' and 'education,' really, is in the point of view. The advocacy of what we 

believe in is education. The advocacy of what we don't believe in is propaganda” (Bernays, 

1923, p.121). “When I came back to the United States, I decided that if you could use 

propaganda for war, you could certainly use it for peace. And "propaganda" got to be a bad 
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word because of the Germans using it, so what I did was to try and find some other words so 

we found the word ‘councillor of public relations’” (Bernays in documentary The Century of 

the Self, 2005, BBC). 

The use of the term ‘propaganda for peace’ was first mentioned by Spicer, the founding 

director of the Institute for Media, Peace and Security, in 1994. He was interviewed in 2004 

and recalled the way the idea first came to his mind: 

 “On a visit to New York, I went to talk to 

some U.N. peacekeepers, with this idea, I 

put this idea to them, I said: Why don’t 

you, (in every peacekeeping mission and 

in every area of world where there is a risk 

of conflict) include some kind of media 

help, that would make sure that the truth is 

getting out. Here, I am not talking about 

propaganda. I am talking about truthful 

propaganda, to counter hate propaganda. 

So it’s really out of frustration that I did 

that.” (Spicer, 2004).  

 

Spicer developed courses on the role of media before, during, and after conflicts. Johan 

Galtung, a leading scholar in peace studies, and Charles Webel, led a Conflict and Peace 

Journalism summer school in 1997 which investigated the role of journalism and media in 

Conflict and the possibilities of using these means of communication for peace. This idea 

eventually evolved into what is now known as ‘Peace Journalism’. The term is nowadays 

widely recognized in the field of Conflict Studies, and promoted by Lynch. In cooperation with 

Galtung, they compiled suggestions to the development of peace journalism and approaches to 

covering conflicts (Lynch et Al., 2000). The term ‘peace media’ has been developed to identify 

the use of different mass communication channels in order to advance peace in a conflict area, 

through different strategies. In the context of Media for peace, the need for Peace Journalism 

has been highlighted further. Peace Journalism is nowadays defined as journalism that “creates 

opportunities for society at large to consider and value nonviolent responses to conflict” (Lynch 

and McGoldrick, 2005, p.6). It “provides a new road map tracing the connections between 
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journalists, their sources, the stories they cover and the consequences of their reporting” (Lynch 

and McGoldrick, 2000, p.5). Peace Journalism is an essential element in breaking the cycle of 

violence clarified in subchapter 2.1. (McGoldrick and Lynch, 2000).  

2.4. The symbiotic relationship between Media and Terrorism 

The role of Media in portraying terrorism depends on what terrorism is defined as. 

When defining terrorism, there is an issue of subjectivity: there is no official and legal 

international definition of what terrorism is. Terrorism is defined by the Global Terrorism 

Database (GTD) as “acts of violence by non-state actors, perpetrated against civilian 

populations, intended to cause fear, in order to achieve a political objective” (La Free, 2009). 

To be considered as terrorism, an action must imply violence or threaten violence: this puts 

aside political dissent, activism, and nonviolent resistance. It must be perpetrated for political, 

economic, religious, or social purposes to count as terrorism: if this isn’t the case, the act would 

be defined a violent crime. The aim of the action must be to create terror by means of “it’s 

shocking brutality, lack of discrimination, dramatic or symbolic quality and disregard of the 

rules of warfare” (Schmid, A. P., 2012). The actions must also be perpetrated by a sub-national 

group or non-state entity: if this isn’t the case, the acts would be referred to as war-crimes. 

Terrorism is also complicated to differentiate from other types of violence (Roser et Al., 2013). 

Schmid and Jongman (1988, p.5) used 109 definitions of the term terrorism in order to come 
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up with a general consensus on its meaning, represented below. 

 

Table 1 Table Frequencies of definitional Elements of ''Terrorism''. Source: Schmid and Jongman (1988, p.5). 

 

The United Nations defines terrorism as "criminal acts directed against a State and 

intended or calculated to create a  state of terror in the minds of particular persons, or a group 

of persons or the general public” (Convention for the Prevention and Punishment of Terrorism, 

1938). These definitions describe the terrorist acts of 13th November 2015 in Paris: violent 

actions by a non-state group for specific political purposes in the aim to spread a message of 

fear and create terror.  

Mass media, being the primary communication tool of our modern societies, relays the 

terrorist message, spreading fear and terror: “without the media’s coverage, the act’s impact is 

arguably wasted, remaining narrowly confined to the immediate victim(s) of the attack, rather 

than reaching the wider ‘target audience’ at whom the terrorists’ violence is actually aimed” 
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(Hoffman, 2006). The aim of the terrorist act therefore seems to lay rather on the 

newsworthiness and the possibilities to be covered by the media rather than the act itself. This 

is why some consider the Media to be terrorist’s ‘accomplices’ (Schmid 1989, p.540), or even 

their ‘best friends’ (Hoffman 2006, p.183). The aim of using the media for terrorism is to gain 

the public’s attention, try to obtain sympathy for its cause, and spread terror and concern in the 

hope of fuelling political change (Spencer, 2012). However, the attempt to gain sympathy has 

not seemed to be very efficient (Hoffman, 2006).  

2.5. A constructivist theoretical approach  

For this study, constructivism, and more specifically a social-constructivist approach to 

knowledge, has been adopted in the field of peace education. It follows the line of thinking that 

“most contemporary qualitative researchers hold that knowledge is constructed rather than 

discovered” (Stake, 1995, p.99). If Peace Education is a process of building knowledge and 

skills prone to a culture of peace, this thesis argues that it fits in a constructivist perspective.  

Social -constructivism, which was first developed by Lev Vygotsky (1978), is a 

worldview that identifies how individuals develop subjective meanings of their experiences in 

order to understand the world around them. These meanings are varied, multiple and complex, 

and are formed through interaction with others, as well as historical and cultural norms (Crotty, 

1998). Taking a social constructivist approach to research positions the researcher within the 

research acknowledging that their own personal experience and background affects their 

research. In the case of a phenomenological study, as is the case here, the individuals express 

their experience. This approach admits that meaning is created and negotiated by human actors 

and aims at understanding lived experience (Crotty, 1998), and “assumes that social reality is 

built on, by and through social actions” (Knoblauch, 2013, p.298).  
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Peace Education involves the acquirement of knowledge, and there are many different 

theoretical assumptions of how knowledge is constructed. When theorizing the field of 

education and trying to understand the processes of teaching and learning, some scholars 

explore a constructivist method as ‘an approach to learning that holds that people actively 

construct or make their own knowledge and that reality is determined by the experiences of the 

learner’ (Elliott et Al., 2000, p. 256).  

The main principals of a constructivist approach to education and knowledge are:  

- Knowledge is constructed rather than innate: human beings build new 

knowledge upon the foundation of previous knowledge, in a sense that prior 

knowledge interacts with events to help the individual construct meaning 

(Arends, 1998).  

- Learning is seen as an active process and the learners must be actively engaged 

with the world in order to receive a certain understanding.  

- Knowledge can exist only within the human mind and does not have to match 

any reality (Driscoll, 2000). Rather, knowledge is an interpretation of a certain 

reality and is subject to subjective assumptions.  

Social-constructivism acknowledges the main principals of the constructivist approach 

and adds the element that all knowledge is socially constructed and that learning is a social 

activity. Dewey (1938) argues that learning is something people do together rather than an 

abstract concept. Vygotsky (1978) further outlines that community plays a central role in the 

process of making and constructing meaning, which implies that environment in which children 

grow up will influence how they think and what they think about. It raises the assumption that 

in different social context, individual’s understanding and knowledge of peace differs greatly. 

For instance, a person growing up in a context of war, violence and a constant need to survive 
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would then develop certain norms that would push them to reciprocate violence, as well as a 

normalization of violence. The relationship of an individual with peace is then constructed by 

the social context in which they evolve. As Cady (2018, p.124) argues, “Genuine peace, both 

negative and positive, comes about through active engagement with one’s social and natural 

environments”. Additionally, in contexts of structural violence, the social and cultural norms 

surrounding the individual would construct their knowledge and understanding of this type of 

violence. Skelly states that “Galtung’s notion of positive peace becomes more accessible 

because the constructivist perspective […] makes structural violence more apparent” (2002, 

p.60).  

According to social-constructivist scholars, the reality is constructed by individual’s 

social world. However, the constructivist approach to education argues that knowledge is 

personal, and each individual has a distinctive point of view which is based on their existing 

knowledge and values (McLeod, 2019). No two individuals will have the exact same 

experience that allowed them to build knowledge. This idea does not contradict the argument 

of social-constructivism that although individuals have their own personal history of the 

knowledge they have built, they also share some common knowledge (Fox, 2001, p. 30). 

Additionally, Fox (2001) argues that education is a social process which is strongly influenced 

by the cultural context in which the individual learns, but cultures are made of sub-cultures 

which are constantly evolving and changing. Therefore, when learning a culture, each 

individual constructs a knowledge which is different from another (2001, p. 30). 

The constructivist approach also relates ideas with political change. Instead of 

considering political change as imposed by those with political, economic, and military power, 

the constructivist approach argues that a learning process is involved: new ideas are built due 

to a specific context of failure, complexity or anomaly. From then, individuals, groups and 

society in general learn from this complexity in order to emerge with new information aiming 
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at creating a better environment for themselves (Conteh-Morgan, 2004, p.236). “New ideas 

emerge and are embraced by an entire nation because the old order has experienced policy 

failures, shocks, or crises. Peace-building in this regard could be seen as the process of 

introducing new ideas as a search for security at the individual, group, community, and national 

levels” (Conteh-Morgan, 2004, p.236). Peace education contributes to this aspect of peace 

building by eliminating the mind-set that compels people towards violence and are a part of 

structural violence, to incorporate values and norms that are prone to social and political change 

towards peaceful resolutions.  

2.6. The theory of mediatization 

The term ‘Mediatization’ mentioned earlier presents a theory of the influence media 

exert on society and culture. The term was first applied to politics. As Asp (1986, p.359) has 

argued, “a political system to a high degree is influenced by and adjusted to the demands of the 

mass media in their coverage of politics”. The evolution of the media has changed and shaped 

human communications, and has become a part of social change. Four kinds of processes in 

which the media has changed human communications and interactions are highlighted by 

Schulz (2004):  

o The media extends the abilities for communication both in time and space. 

o The media can be a substitute to human interactions and social activities which 

only happen face-to-face.  

o The media initiates the amalgamation of activities, combining face-to-face 

activities and mediated communications and resulting in the media being 

infiltrated in every aspect of day-to-day life.  

o An accommodation of behaviours by actors in all sectors is required to adapt to 

the media’s valuations, formats and routines.  
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Mediatization is an ever-changing and ongoing process by which the media changes society 

and culture through impacting human relations and behaviours (Krotz, 2007, p.39).  

This study adopts a communication constructivism approach to conceptualize 

mediatization. Communicative constructivism fits in the framework of social constructivism 

explored in the previous sub-chapter 2.5. Knoblauch develops this approach in his article 

Communicative Constructivism and Mediatization (2013). He links the social constructivist 

theory to the theory of communicative actions developed by Habermas (1981). Habermas 

developed a two-level social theory including an analysis of communicative rationality, the 

rational potential built into everyday speech, as well as a theory of modern society and 

modernization (White, 1989). In understanding the link between the subjectivity of intentions 

and actions with social reality or the social knowledge that is held in those subjective meanings, 

the notion of ‘objectivation’ was put forward: “a special but crucially important case of 

objectivation is signification, that is the human production of signs” (Berger & Luckmann, 

1966, p. 50). Their work on objectivations fit with the perspective of Schutz as it focuses on 

language as the main kind of objectivation and as the major medium of knowledge, which is 

also reinforced in Luckmann’s later works (Luckmann, 1975, 1984). Habermas’ theory of 

communicative actions incorporates the use of language into a generalized and fundamental 

theory of society: the three core aspects of communicative action were its orientation towards 

others and their understanding, its direct reference to something and its design to express one’s 

meaning (Habermas, 1981, cited in Knoblauch, 2013, p.301). The theory of communicative 

action develops a concept of rationality: “Speech acts are related to three different kinds of 

validity (or truth) which make claims based on different aspects of the world. These aspects 

are the objective, social, and subjective. Since communicative action in its ‘pure’ form accounts 

for the difference between these claims of validity as implied in utterances, it follows that a 

certain ‘communicative rationality’ will be present” (Knoblauch, 2013, p.301).  However, 
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Habermas’ theory presents a few problems such as underestimating non-linguistic 

communication and neglecting visual communication, but his theory also distinguishes that 

instrumental and communicative actions as two separated entities. Knoblauch argues that 

communicative actions are strongly linked to their instrumental aspect, also referred to as 

material carrier: “since communicative action implies, assumes and depends on the production 

of this material carrier, the production mechanism must simultaneously be an instrumental 

action which has ‘effects’ on and in the world” (Knoblauch, 2013, p.302).  

Communicative constructivism is built on social-constructivism which lacks a focus on 

language as the empirical medium of actions as well as suffers from a wide definition. 

Communicative constructivism allows to overcome these limitations through the recognition 

of ‘objectivations’ in social action, as argued by Knoblauch (2013, p.298). It “allows one to 

consider body, practices and things” (Knoblauch, 2013, p.298). Objectivations are the signs, 

objects and actions that carry meaning. They can be material carriers of meaning which are 

structure in terms of systems, such as language, but also objects which are materializations of 

meanings, such as cars for example. The concept is therefore a dual concept referring both to 

the “objects ‘produced’ by actions and to the ‘production’ of objectivations” (Knoblauch, 2013, 

p.302).  

Mediatization is one of the general features of communicative action, involving 

meaningful bodies and objects in action. The concept refers to the fact that Medias are 

extensions of actions: studying mediatization equals to studying the changing structure of 

communicative action (Knoblauch, 2013, p.310). 

2.7. Gap in literature  

An extensive amount of literature explores the role of media in conflict (example 

Bajraktari & Parajon, 2007) and the use of mass media strategies to propagate ideas that initiate 
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violent actions, such as propaganda, as seen in subchapter 2.3. However, there is a lack of 

research on the role of media in peace education and peace resolution. “The recognition of links 

between communication, conflict and peace are nothing new, but academic efforts to 

understand them have tended to focus primarily on the links between communication and 

conflict, rather than on peace” (Hoffmann and Hawkins, 2015). In 2002, Van Geelen stated “it 

is good to note at this point that the majority of publications are written for and by active 

practitioners in this field. The reason for this is that although there is a lot of practical 

experience with media and peace building, academic effort in analysing the practices and 

effectiveness of media interventions is still in its infancy”. Lynch is nowadays one of the most 

influent promoters of peace journalism. His research and publications shed light on important 

elements of Peace Journalism.  

In the specific context of the 13/11/2015, extensive research has been done criticizing the 

media and its coverage of terrorism, highlighting the failures of the traditional media and Social 

Media: the spread of rumours and fear, the search for drama and publication of horrific images, 

messages of islamophobia and stigmatization (example: Tsauro, 2016). This thesis 

acknowledges this body of work and the fact that mass media aggravated the elements of fear 

and hate following these attacks. A need for proper training on terrorism coverage, and a 

development of strategies to use mass media for positive purposes in the case of a tragedy is 

evident. However, there is a lack of research analysing not only where the media failed, but 

also some of its successes and its role in peace education after the attacks, as well as suggestions 

on how to improve its role.  

Chapter III. Research Methodology  

This chapter provides insight into the research design of this study, discussing in greater 

length the research philosophy, research approach and strategy used in the thesis and outlining 
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the rationale for the research methodology used. The chapter also discusses the research 

population, data collection techniques and ethical standards. The chosen research methodology 

is derived from the research ‘onion’ outlined by Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill shown below: 

 

Figure 2 The Research Onion (Saunders et al., 2000). 

3.1. Research design 

3.1.1. Research philosophy 

The research philosophy is a reflexive process that carves pavement for planning and 

credible research analysis. According to Bryman and Bell (2011, p.17 et seq.), the research 

philosophy recognizes three categories of assumptions, including epistemology, ontology, and 

axiology. It provides a set philosophical framework which will frame the research. 

The subjective ontology approach is the most appropriate for this study. Subjectivism 

focuses on the individual’s experiences and views rather than the absolute view of social 

factors: it is “always filtered through the lenses of language, gender, social class, race, and 

ethnicity” (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005, p. 21). The subject’s thoughts, emotions, beliefs, concerns 

are all taken into account for data collection and results are based on it. Subjectivism also 
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assumes that “observations are influenced by the observer and the observer is influenced by 

the observed” (Levers, 2013, p.3).  

Interpretivist epistemology is adopted for this research. It holds assumptions, 

highlighting the important essence of people’s involvement and participation in cultural and 

social life. This approach is applied for research which "looks for culturally derived and 

historically situated interpretations of the social life-world" (Crotty, 1998, p. 68). Individual’s 

ideas, beliefs and interpretation of the social and cultural existence are taken into account. 

Interpretivist assumptions are based on subjective ontology taking social entities into the lead.  

In this research, a subjective interpretivist approach has been used to determine the 

role of media in peace education following a tragedy. In-depth, phenomenologist view is 

adopted in order to get credible results for the impact of media based on the subject’s personal 

experience and understanding. “The phenomenologist views human behaviour as a product of 

how people interpret the world. In order to grasp the meanings of a person’s behaviour, the 

phenomenologist attempts to see things from that person’s point of view” (Bogdan and Taylor, 

1975, p.13-14). The selected philosophy is appropriate for the underlying research as 

perspectives on media are subjective and would vary from every individual and their 

experiences. The subject sparks variable set of emotions, perceptions, and experiences, and the 

chosen philosophy sheds significant light on people’s perceptions of the media and its role in 

peace education after a tragedy.  

3.1.2. Research approaches 

After explaining research philosophy, I now turn to outlining the research approach for 

this thesis. The research can take two different approaches to relate theory to reality: inductive 

or deductive (Saunders at al. 2007, p.117). A deductive approach complies with the research 

where the existing scientific knowledge is tested for further development of the theory. The 
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research process of deductive approach follows the order of theory, hypothesis, data collection, 

findings; the hypothesis is then either confirmed or rejected and concludes by revision of the 

research according to the results (Bryman, 2003, p.24).  
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Figure 3 Research Process  

This research will therefore be deductive, testing the previously developed hypothesis, 

suggesting that the media coverage played a role in Peace Education during and after the 

13/11/2015 attacks. 

3.1.3. Research strategy 

After cementing the philosophy and the approach for the underlying research, the next 

substantial step is to frame it all with an appropriate research strategy. A research strategy 

provides general orientation to conduct the social research. This third layer of the research 

‘onion’ focuses on how the researcher plans on collecting data: such data collections methods 

could include archival research, survey, experiment, ethnography, case study, action research, 

or grounded theory (Saunders at al. 2007).  

A Case Study is “an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon  

(the “case”)  in depth and within its real-world context, especially when the boundaries between 
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phenomenon and context may not be clearly evident [...] The case study inquiry copes with the 

technically distinctive situation in which there will be many more variables of interest than data 

points, and as one result relies on multiple sources of evidence, with data needing to converge 

in a triangulating fashion, and as another result benefits from the prior development of 

theoretical propositions to guide data collection and analysis.” (Yin, 2009, p.13). There is a lot 

of ambiguity in literature as to whether Case Study is a methodology, a method or a strategy. 

However, when basing the research methodology on Saunders’ research onion, Case Study is 

included in the research strategies layer of the onion. Yin (2014) also describes Case Study as 

a research method.  

 

 

Figure 4 Case Study Research Process, illustration based on Yin, 2014, p.1 

Thus, this thesis is an exploratory Case Study focusing on an event as it explores the 

phenomenon and shows the need for further investigation into the issue, and will follow the 

research process illustrated in the figure above. 

3.1.4. Research methods 

Quantitative “researchers gather data in such a way that the data are easy to quantify, 

allowing for statistical analysis” (Patten et Al., 2017, p.20), while qualitative “researchers 
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gather data […] that must be analysed through the use of informed judgment to identify major 

and minor themes expressed by participants” (Patten et Al., 2017, p.20). This study will collect 

qualitative data through interviews.  

The research will be conducted under the interpretative framework. In addition to 

material gathered from primary sources, such as qualitative data collected through in-depth 

interviews, this research will also be based on in-depth analysis of the secondary data, such as 

academic literature on the subject as well theatre plays, journalistic coverage of the events 

under consideration, and artworks, among other sources.  

ORIENTATION 

 

APPROACH 

Strategical orientation Qualitative 

Principal orientation to the role of 

theory in relation to research 

Deductive 

Epistemological orientation Phenomenological interpretivist  

Ontological orientation Subjective 

 Table 2 Research Design for this study. 

3.2. Research population and sampling 

The research population for this study consists of a group of French nationals and 

focuses on the understanding and perceptions of the French population. The research also 

focuses on individuals between the age of 18 and 40. This age group has been identified as the 

most affected by the terrorist attacks by a study as part of the 13 November research program, 

directed by CRNS. This can be explained by the identification to the targets of the attacks, as 

well as by the memory of the 11 September 2001 attacks from childhood or teenage years 

(CRNS, 2018).  

The Sampling Design Process 
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Population: Individuals above 18 and under 40 years of age, of French nationality. No 

restrictions on gender. 

Sample Size: 7. 

Sampling method: Non-probability sampling: individuals are selected based on non-random 

criteria, and not every individual has a chance of being included. 

Sampling Technique: Purposive Sampling. The researcher uses their judgement to choose 

participants that fits the purpose of the research. In this case, I attempted to choose people of 

different socio-demographic levels in order to obtain different points of views. A few people 

refused to take part in the interview due to traumatic memory of the events (such as having lost 

a loved one or being a survivor).  

The subjects will take part in an interview with the researcher. These interviews will be put to 

data analysis to form patterns and similarities, which will eventually be used to answer the 

research questions and hypothesis.  

3.3. Data collection  

3.3.1. Primary data  

The primary data consists of qualitative data collected through in-depths interviews. 

The interviews were conducted online via video call due to the current COVID-19 pandemic, 

but also allows to reach people from different parts of the country. 

Instrument translation: The interview questions will be written and answered in French. The 

answers will therefore have to be translated to the closest of their meaning for interpretation 

from a subjectivist approach.  Additionally, some of the secondary data will be in French and 

some will be in English. The data collected in both languages will be treated in the same way 

as the researcher speaks both languages.  
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Interview technique: The interview questions were formulated following a thorough review 

of the literature. The aim of developing interview questions after analysing the previous 

research is to develop sharper and more insightful questions which would come to reinforce 

the data gathered from literature review. Additionally, the interview questions will be based on 

the ‘flexible case design’ (Yin, 2003) as it allows for interview questions to be adapted to the 

path of the interviews as well as allow for possible unexpected additional information to be 

included in the research. The interview design will be semi-structured and performed along 

‘systematic control’ (Andersen, 2013) which allows to get back on track if the interviews side-

track by getting back to the set of interview questions. The questions include three different 

question types: the socio-demographic data, the elements of personal experience of the events 

which explore the individual and collective memory of the attacks in order to break the ice and 

help the subject reflect on their memory of the event; and finally the elements aiming at opening 

up a discussion about the different aspects of the media coverage after a short explanation of 

the terms ‘Peace Education’ and ‘Media’, according to the definitions adopted in this study.  

Data collection: The primary data will consist of the information gathered directly from the 

participants of the study and will be collected through interviews. The interview questions are 

designed in such a way that it is easily answered by people and ultimately help the researcher 

achieve research objectives.  

3.3.2. The secondary data  

The secondary data is collected by using existing academic research to support the 

primary data. It includes quantitative and qualitative data adopted from the literature in the 

form of newspaper articles, letters, speeches, theatre plays, TV programs, reports, etc. 

(Andersen 2006). In particular the study will use additional data to discuss the findings, such 

as a theatre play (“you will not have my hate”, text written by Antoine Leiris) and the book of 
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the same title (Leiris, 2016). I will also analyse other elements which are considered significant 

in order to explore the role of the media coverage of the attacks of 13/11/2015.  

3.3.3. Validity and reliability 

The validity of a Case Study research refers to establishing the domain to which a 

study’s findings can be generalized (Yin, 2003, p.34). The relationship between validity and 

relevance is explored further here. The validity is about the general accordance between 

theoretical and empirical perceptions, while the relevance is how relevant the empirical 

selection is for the problem statement (Andersen 2006 p. 81). The validity of a research and its 

definition differs between a qualitative and quantitative study. In a qualitative study, the 

validity depends on the conformity between the researcher’s observations and the conclusion 

drawn. Conducting a qualitative research through interviews, as explained later in the thesis, 

presents some limitations such as possible subjectivity: the empirical results will therefore be 

affected by the researcher’s interpretation of the respondent’s description of the reality (Kvale 

2006 p. 231). As this research adopts a constructivist approach to knowledge, the answers of 

the participants are believed to be subjective and open to interpretations on both ends (the 

research and the participants). This approach also argues that there is not one definite 

interpretation of knowledge but many, therefore for this research there are as many knowledges 

as there are participants and researchers.  

3.4. Compliance with ethical standards. 

Any research which involves human subjects indeed encloses various legal, ethical and 

social issues. As the research is value driven and involves active participation from the 

researcher in the interviews, it is necessary that this emerges as a collaborative process between 

the participants and the researcher keeping the interests, morals and social values of each 

participant as the utmost priority. Diener and Crandall (1978, p. 19) described harm as anything 
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from physical, to loss of self-esteem or stress-inducing and harm to the participant’s well-being 

or development. The participant should have the freedom to refuse to answer any questions 

they do not feel comfortable with and also the freedom to stop at any stage of the interview. 

All the participants have freely given informed consent of participation in this study. This 

complies that the researcher has a responsibility towards the participants to give them full prior 

disclosure of the topic, the agenda, and where it will be used.  

A consent form is drafted for all the participants and sent by email before undertaking 

the online interviews which states that the data provided would be used for research. This 

Informed Consent Form was created based on the templated developed by the WHO ERC. (See 

appendix 3) 

Next primary ethical principal is maintaining the participant's anonymity and 

confidentiality. All participants will remain anonymous for this study. The right to privacy is 

something which is held firmly and dearly by every individual being and is given the same 

importance in this research as well. Under no circumstances, is any participant manipulated, 

lied, cheated or involved with deception. Also, every process and step in the interview and the 

research is conducted with ethical decision making in mind. 

The events that happened in Paris on 13/11/2015 have been traumatizing for many 

French citizens, including some participants in this study too. Thus, upholding to strict ethical 

standards were of particular importance to the researcher in every stage of the thesis. 

3.5. Research limitations 

This study, as most research, presents several limitations which must be taken into 

account and will be explain below.  

The entire process of qualitative research turns out to be enormously time-consuming, 

as it involves active participation from the researcher and one on one interaction with 
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participants in order to fully understand their ideology behind each reasoning. The researcher 

has to be well prepared and create a good rapport with each participant. Researcher’s social 

skills, tone of speech, facial expressions, and even body language, can play a significant role 

so that each participant feels comfortable. 

Qualitative research is based on the researcher’s interpretation of the data, and the 

conclusions may come out biased. As probability sampling uses a few opinions to generalize 

results, the credibility of the research might be at stake. Bryman described generalization in 

qualitative sampling as follows: "One point that is often not fully appreciated is that, even when 

a sample has been selected using probability sampling, any findings can be generalized only to 

the population from which that sample was taken" (Bryman A., 2003, p.205). The research is 

framed and analysed on the interpretation of the researcher out of a small number of 

participant’s understanding and not on extensive statistical data, which causes a risk of 

subjectivity and limitation of the study. This raises the issue of most subjectivist approaches: 

given that meaning is subjective, how can it become social? (Knoblauch, 2013, p.300). Schutz 

(1971) argues that meaning is an active accomplishment of subjective consciousness. As is a 

common criticism of Case Studies, the result provided by the study of a particular event or case 

cannot necessarily be generalized to a broader theory. Indeed, the effect of media varies 

according to cultures as well as its position in the society, and a Case Study analysing a few 

French people cannot be generalized to the entire French population without additional studies. 

Case Study research is very prone to the researcher’s bias as it is natural for human beings to 

be subjective. The researcher must remember that when placing participants in an interview 

setting, they are subject to what is known as the Hawthorne effect (H.A. Landsberger), a 

phenomenon explaining that people modify their behaviour when they are aware that they are 

being observed.  
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Case Studies can also be very time-consuming as they require intense data gathering 

and analysis which can be complicated in the context of a Master Thesis with a set time frame. 

There is also a possibility for errors of memory or judgments as people may not perceive the 

past similarly.   

Another limitation of the study is the scope of definition and general understanding of 

the terms, as in for peace education: there isn’t enough clarity about what peace education 

really is and this is one of the main criticisms of the concept. The “challenges, goals, and 

methods of peace education differ substantially between areas characterized by intractable 

conflict, interethnic tension, or relative tranquillity” (Solomon, 2002).  

As mentioned above, these interviews had to be conducted online due to the current 

COVID-19 crisis, which further raised several other limitations due to the lack of face-to-face 

interaction.  

Additionally, it must be taken into account that the main theories discussed in this paper 

come mostly from North America and Europe. It needs to be acknowledge that other parts of 

the world and diverse cultures have important insights on peace studies too that are also worth 

studying and could form the basis of future research for this author.  

Chapter IV. Main findings of the thesis. 

4.1. Data Analysis 

For the purpose of this study, an iterative process of reading and reflecting on the data 

was necessary for the researcher to become immersed in the data (Yin, 2014). In order to 

analyse the primary data, I firstly conducted a thematic analysis through manual deductive 

coding, using the method offered by Braun and Clarke (2006). This method was used in order 
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to identify the main themes from the interviews. Themes are identified in a latent interpretivist 

way.  

The data was therefore transcribed, then coded, analysed, interpreted and verified, as 

per the steps of the thematic analysis method illustrated below: 

 

Figure 5 Steps of thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006) 

A thematic coding that is done under deductive method means that the codes and 

themes are directed by existing concepts and ideas. This is in part done through the semi-

structured interviews questions which led the participants to answer questions on specific 

themes, as well as by relating each theme to a research question.  

I then conducted a narrative analysis on the collected data as the answers comprise of 

personal opinions and experiences of the research subjects (Bryman, 2008). A narrative 

analysis uses the information and experiences from the participants to answer the research 

questions. The approach to narrative analyses that I have adopted for my research is derived 

from narrative constructionism, which argues that stories do not simply reflect or recount 

experience but rather have a role in people’s lives (Smith, 2016). Notes shall be taken all along 
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the interview and questionnaire is directed into three categories, consisting of 22 questions 

which would answer the following: how the participant perceives Media and its influence on 

peace education after the terrorist attacks. The entire procedure is time consuming and requires 

skills to replicate the conversation and interpret it accordingly. The finding from this will be 

discussed further and presented in a manner which is easily comparable to draw optimum 

results and findings.  

Both approaches lend themselves to the constructionist paradigms that have been 

adopted in this thesis, and can be complementary (Shukla et al., 2014).  

See ‘Appendix 2’ for the full set of interview question. 

4.2. Research findings   

For the purpose of anonymity, the names of the participants have been replaced by 

letters: we have participant A, X, S, O, W, T, E. 

Through the set of questions asked during the interview, I was able to expose various views of 

the media and its role in Peace Education. An integral determinant of the success of this 

research study is predicated on making sense of people’s perceptions of the media despite its 

variability and expansiveness.  

The case study was limited to French citizens 

between the ages of 18 and 40, and I controlled for 

who participated due to the use of purposive 

sampling. It was particularly challenging to weave 

together a comprehensive, yet nuanced, narrative of 

the media’s coverage after a terrorist attack, people’s 

trust in the media and citizen’s perception of the attacks. I argue that these elements work 

together to highlight the role of the media in peace education after a terrorist attack. 
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Considering the inevitability of a project of this magnitude lacking perfect cohesion, it is 

important to highlight the multifaceted and complex nature of people’s experience during a 

terrorist attack, especially how these narratives problematize our current conceptions of the 

media and terrorism.  

The participants were from various fields of occupation. However, a higher number of 

participants were students rather than employed. This can be explained by the age group but 

also by the extent of people who were available for interviews through video call. The 

researcher being part of the younger age group, the people that could be reached tend to be part 

of the researcher’s social circle. Therefore, none of the participants are in the age group 33-40.  

 

Figure 7 occupations of the participants 
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All of the participants cite the events of 13 November 2015 when asked if they can cite 

the terrorist acts committed in the world or in France that affected them the most since 2000, 

amongst other attacks such as Charlie Hebdo in January, Nice in July 2016, and Brussels on 

the 22 March 2016. A participant also cites the Boston Marathon bombings “I was in the US 

at the time, not far from Boston” (S), one cites Orlando “it was targeted at people of the 

LGBTQ+ community, and as a member of that community I feel very touched” (E), and the 

2011 Norway attacks. “Charlie Hebdo affected me less because there was a specific target, it 

was all politics, against the press. But the other attacks such as in Norway or the 13/11 were 

against people in general, anyone” (O). Only two of the participants cites 9/11, which makes 

sense as this group of participants are predominantly younger and would have been only 

children when it happened. “The attacks of 11 September was my first memory of terrorism, 

the first time I realized this type of things can happen” (E). The participants therefore seem to 

have clear explanation as to why these are the attacks that affected them the most.  
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The interviews show 

that the main consequence 

identified by the participants 

was a feeling of fear. T and 

X believe this is due to the 

fact that “they took place in 

places where anyone could 

have been, so everyone was 

thinking it could have been 

them” (T). For W this feeling 

of fear is mainly due to the 

media coverage: “the media is what made it so scary, it was stressful, all these videos of the 

attacks and it’s all anyone talked about for a while” (X), but also to the fact that it happened 

so close to where she lives. Coming second according to the participants is a more divided 

society, T and E believes that the two elements are interconnected: “Fear creates division” 

(E). Reinforced security measures are equally mentioned, and O says “the fear was 

temporary, it went away as it does every time something major happens. But the security 

measures still feel oppressive now every day in Paris: these measures stigmatized a part of the 

population and has long term consequences. Now in France there’s military walking around 

the train stations and strict security in most places. It really started after the attacks. The 

horrible thing is they always target the same people and control according to appearances. 

These security measures are over-bearing”. O connects these security measures, based on 

elements of stigmatization, with a more divided society. X though that along a feeling of fear, 

there was also a stronger commitment of citizens, “as if everyone joined together for the 

same cause and it made us realize we have to do something about it”. S explains their choice 
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for a threat to individual liberties: “the attacks have reinforced the prejudice way too many 

people have on Islam. Yes, I think there is a greater social cohesion, but this supposed cohesion 

puts aside and rejects a big part of the population because of prejudice”.  

All of the participants remember in surprising details how they found out about the 

events, some by the television, social media or word of mouths. But some of them turned to 

traditional media to inform themselves as soon as they found out. Some were watching TV the 

football was on, the match between Germany and France that was playing that evening at the 

main French stadium. O remembers that he was supposed to go out in that area but ended up 

watching football at his residence and didn’t find out until the end of the match. He ended up 

hosting some people who were afraid to go home as they live not far from the spots of the 

attacks. He also opens up about the following day, when he was called to work last minute: “as 

an internal control manager, I spent the whole day going through every name of the business, 

making sure no one had passed away, because we had to make sure we had a contingency plan 

if someone we relied on was hurt or deceased. It was extremely hard, checking again and again 

the list of people who had died so close to where I live”.  

The participants talk about that day as very traumatic for them, which may also explain 

why they remember so much detail. “My dad shared by message an article with me because 

he was worried about my brother who was in Paris” (S). E also had family members and close 

friends in Paris “I was having a cigarette outside, scrolling on twitter, when I saw some tweets 

about it. My mum was watching TV and it came up on the news. We all gathered together all 

night, trying to reassure ourselves and checking up on my brother and his girlfriend. Turned 

out they were hiding in the basement of a pub nearby the attacks, and couldn’t really contact 

us. I also had many friends in Paris and tried to check up on all of them. It was intense panic”. 

A remembers very clearly, “I was eating MacDonald’s in front of the TV with my girlfriend 

and my parents. I remember even it was the ‘Journal de 20h’ which was on when we found 
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out”. W was stuck at her friends’ place, “I was visiting friend, we found out when they received 

messages from their family asking if they were okay. We watched the news and were extremely 

scared, no one went home that night. The next day, we took a cab all together to go back to our 

homes in Paris”.  

 The questions relating to their perspectives of the media coverage fuelled quite negative 

answers from the participants. The two ideas that come back the most are a climate of anxiety 

and chaos “there was a climate of anxiety and the over mediatisation just made it worse” (T). 

Terms included in the lexical field of anxiety are mentioned 17 times by the participants during 

the interviews. 

The ‘pathos’ aspect of the media coverage, which is an element evoking pity or 

compassion, calling to the reader’s emotions, is mentioned by some of the participants. 

However different participants saw it differently. (A) believed this pathos aspect “was too 

emotional and really showed a lack of journalistic rigor required in such a context”, while (S) 

states that “the interview of the little boy for example broke my heart, it took me by my emotions 

and gave me a feeling of cohesion and unity. These strong emotions made me want to do 

something so this doesn’t happen again”. S is referring to an interview of a 6 year-old boy by 

‘Le petit journal’ after the attacks, available in the secondary references of this thesis. These 

points of view are quite different, (A) believes the media shouldn’t get into this emotional 

focus, “it seems like it’s only to attract the attention of the people” (A), while S believes these 

emotions that are conveyed by the media are important “to create these feelings of cohesion, 

unity, and promote peace” (S). For E, “the media coverage was quite disturbing, half-way 

between a kind of inane complaisance, interviewing little children, and an intense paranoia 

inducing anxiety. The media kept raising questions such as ‘who are they?’, ‘where could they 

hit next?’. It was extremely stressful”. The perspective that the media is just trying to attract 

the attention of the people is often mentioned in the interviews. The media is seen as trying to 
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have a buzz and to be the first to cover the events, “disregarding human emotions and potential 

triggers” (O) as well “as the possibilities that children and teenagers could be watching, as the 

media is for everyone, and it could be frightening for them” (S). The overall perspective of the 

media coverage of the attacks portrayed by the participants is quite negative: chaos, lack of 

clear information, frightening images and buzz, which resulted in extreme anxiety and 

stigmatization. E adds “There was even articles about how to recognize signs of radicalisation, 

which of course increased the stigmatizations! People believed that if someone decided to grow 

their beard, it was a bad sign”.  

When considering the stigmatization that followed 

the attacks, all participants affirm that it was prominent, 

referring to harassment and the participation of important 

public figures: “of course, there was so much stigmatization. 

People were scared and there was a rise in racism, women 

wearing hijabs harassed in the streets, a certain mistrust in 

men of Arabic origins. I believe some public figures and 

media participated in the propagation of this stupid idea” 

(X). This stigmatization is also linked by A to the proximity 

and confusion between the terms: “Yes, people stigmatized 

the religion with the extremism. The terms sound very similar, between ‘Islamism extremist’ 

and ‘Islam’, people focus on the religion rather than the fact that it is extremist. Now if you 

just say the word extremist, people assume you mean Islamism, but there are also extremist 

Catholics, extremist Jews, and every other religion” (A). However, they feel like, sadly, this is 

the way society is. “For every event that traumatizes a civilization, people are looking for a 

scapegoat. The attacks only put forwards a stigmatization which was already strongly part of 

society” (E). “There was already a lot of stigmatization, it just didn’t make it better, and it 
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amplified it. It’s the way it is in our society. It also gave an excuse to those who already thought 

those horrible things to publicly share it” (O). W makes an interesting comparison to the 

COVID-19 context “in all the memorable events in history, people have looked for someone to 

blame, to identify a guilty party. Even in the times of Corona where a lot of people blamed it 

on the Chinese, and there was a lot of harassments due to this”.  

 

Figure 11 Answers to question 14. 

For E, the facts she was given were correct because “I carefully checked my sources 

and searched for the right information right at the beginning”. A received “only the basic 

information at the beginning, just what we already knew, and more detailed information later 

on, but at least I didn’t get any wrong information”. For T and X, the chaos made it complicated 

to get the information: “there was too much chaos and all media trying to get the information, 

we knew way after when things calmed down what the real facts were” (T). O also mentions 

the chaos “it was too much of a mess, you couldn’t possibly get one single correct source with 

all the right info”. S mentions the fact that you can never be too sure about what you read in 

the media: “I got the information little by little so I kind of got the right information but it 
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couldn’t be sure as newspaper articles just copy and paste the information given on another 

newspaper, which is supposedly official” (S).  

The general perceptive of the media seems very negative. As for social media, the 

opinions are quite diverse, although some positive elements are conveyed: most participants 

recognized the fact that the media, in general but especially social media, did play a role in 

fuelling cohesion and solidarity, as well as sharing messages of peace, through meaningful 

images and strong emotions. X, A and E state that there was an international and national 

cohesion and solidarity mainly thanks to social media, making the French population feel 

supported.  “For me, the international cohesion and solidarity was the most important element 

of the attacks, and it was in great part thanks to social media. It made the French population 

feel like they were supported, they weren’t alone” (X). O mentions that hashtag ‘#porteouverte’ 

trending on twitter offering accommodation to people stranded in Paris, and 5 of the 

participants mention the ‘#prayforparis’. E, T and X state the controversy of social media: as 

it “allows for people who were victims of the attacks to have a voice, for people who were 

victims of the stigmatization to have a voice, sharing softer messages of peace, and which were 

more reassuring” (E) and it “isn’t reserved only to the elite or to artists” (T). However Social 

Media also “allows for people to express their negative and controverted opinions” (E) and 

“the problem is that these opinions can be subject to bias, have wrong interpretations or things 

that are misunderstood and it makes it complicated to know what is true and what is not” (T). 

For X, “the most naive can be easily tricked”. Therefore the participants also agree to the fact 

that social media participated in the propagation of rumours and unverified facts. For A, it is 

just always the same “it’s always like this, you always have to be careful of what you read and 

share”. 

Another opinion is highlighted: the element of trend, showcasing social media 

solidarity and participation during such a traumatic event as simply an attempt to gain 
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followers, and the fact that this solidarity was only for a very short term and people quickly got 

over it (O, W, S). W mentions the butterfly effect of social media, which will be explored 

further in the discussion. S, O and W state the hashtags as elements of this trend, and S believe 

that social media had become more of a moral obligation: 

 “It was shocking videos of witnesses and the “Pray for Paris” which were constantly 

going around but without any real message of peace or unity. I had the impression that we 

were already beginning to enter a cycle of habituation, another terrorist attack, and it was no 

longer a gesture of empathy but rather was becoming more of a moral obligation”. (S). 

Even if the perspectives are rather complex, all of the participants used social media in 

one way or another. Some were asked how they were or used social media to check on other 

people, some marked themselves safe on the Facebook program, some shared messages of 

solidarity, which were identified by four participants as trends and symptoms of habituation, 

that “people shared without actually caring, just because everyone else was doing it” (E).  

Only one participant brings up another element which is crucial to the issues of 

peace journalism around the world: equal reporting. “Most of all I shared my anger 

about the media coverage, because there wasn’t only the attacks in Paris, but also one 

in Beirut, one in Baghdad, an earthquake in Mexico and Japan, then an attack in Turkey 

and another in Kenya on the day after, and no one seemed to care about all those 

events” (S).  
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Figure 12 Answers to question 20. 

Alternative media is defined in subchapter 2.3., and usually represents non-commercial 

projects, representative of those often excluded from mainstream media (Atton, 2002), in 

various form of communication. Most participants trust alternative media rather than 

traditional. The participants who mention a complete distrust in traditional media evoke the 

impression different reasons illustrated below.   
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Figure 13 Reasons stated by the participants to explain why they do not trust traditional media. (Compiled by the author) 

 

When explaining the reasons why they trust alternative media, the participants state the 

reasons illustrated below:  

 

Figure 14 Reasons stated by the participants to explain why they trust alternative media. (Compiled by the author) 
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However, one of the participant trusts traditional media more than alternative media, 

“whenever I find something out in alternative media, I check the facts in traditional media. I 

believe they have more regulations.” (X). W argues that she trusts both media and that they are 

complementary: “I check the information from one on the other, I always compare both 

information to find the correct information” (W). O doesn’t trust any of the media: “the 

problem is the same with all media. Even correct information can be manipulated into what 

they want it to mean. For example, a far right newspaper can share correct information but in 

a biased way”.  

When asked to give examples of messages of peace or instances in which the media 

played a role in Peace Education, all of the participants do believe the media played somewhat 

of a positive role and are able to mention a few examples. E mention the Muslim community 

that stood up reminding people that their “their religion represented peace and not terrorism 

or violence, who quoted the Quran and showed the world that the sacred words do not accept 

violence, and who condemned the attacks”. E notes that we shouldn’t have needed them to do 

so, but in a society so engraved with islamophobia, it really made a difference. T mentions 

artworks as well as the list of names and ages of the victims which reminded the public that 

each was a life taken to violence. O and W mention the drawings, caricatures, the messages of 

freedom. S mentions books by people who were affected, such as Antoine Leiris ‘You will not 

have my hate’, which will be explained further in the discussion below, as well as comedians 

and their humour “who are used to playing with words and who therefore know how to transmit 

a phenomenal power in their speeches, which I have never found in the flat and usual speeches 

of the media” (S), but she believes the strongest message of peace was when the “Eagles of 

Death metal, the music band who was playing at the Bataclan concert hall the night of the 

attacks, came back three months later to play another concert”. For A, the role of the media in 

peace education is as undeniable as its role in perpetuating the values of division in the society: 
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“the media is what gives us a perception on the world, they affect and impact society as a 

whole. So even though the media had a lot of negative aspects, they also had positive aspects”. 

His argument seems to fit the theory of mediatization explained in subchapter 2.6., defining 

the concept as the ever-changing and ongoing process by which the media changes society and 

culture through impacting human relations and behaviours (Krotz, 2007, p.39).  

Considering the term war on terror, the participants are not too sure whether it was 

accurate or not. Some affirm that the term was probably only used to show the importance and 

to mark the public, while others say that the term shares ideas of fear and violence. For E, “the 

term ‘war on terror’ is as reassuring as it is terrifying: it shows us that the appropriate 

resources are put into place, that we will fight this, but it also implies violence, arms, and more 

to come”. T agrees with the negative connotation of the term: it “incites violence, fear, and 

takes a negative stance. Maybe there would be a way to put it that would focus on the need for 

peace rather than the need for war” (T).  

Figure 15 Answers to question 18. 
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All participants agreed on the importance of the diversity of cultures and origins. 

“When we all think the same, it is alienation, and it’s sad; differences create complementarities 

and are the reasons why we can live together” (T). The participants ague that diversity is what 

allows people to be open-minded and to learn values of respect and understanding for other 

cultures, which helps people not to be afraid of difference. Diversity is an important element 

in fighting ignorance, prejudice and stigmatization (O, W, S, X).  E argues “we live in a world 

which has been under the hegemony of the West for a long time, a European-based operating 

system exported all over the place, and with that we have a hegemonic system of thoughts from 

which we find it hard to get out. Finding a balance between cultures and walking away from 

the thought that ‘Western culture is the only possible way to live and it must be assimilated’ is 

important. The concept of assimilation is awful. There are many ways to be, many ways to live, 

and one way isn’t necessarily better than the other” (E).  

 

Figure 16 Answers question 19. 
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that realization was that “peace is not to be taken for granted”, “I realized people could do 

things like this, I believe I was very naïve before. We always have to work towards peace, 

readjust, adapt, as a tray that is being held on our heads and so easily unbalanced. We 

recreate, come back again and again, society evolves and we must always work again towards 

peace”. For W, “I realized we have to live in the present, enjoy things while we have it because 

it might not always be there”. The realization that S described agrees with W and T, “I 

remembered how lucky I am to do things like go to a concert, sit at a café, without any worry, 

all these liberties”. But it is also, according to her, linked to her realization of how the media 

did not cover equally other terrorist attacks happening in other parts of the world: “I realized 

what it feels like to be scared and was forced to remember that some people live like this every 

single day of their lives. This is the reality of some people, but for us it was one traumatic 

event” (S). X also realized “the force and power of social media: it helped me to realize the 

impact and the place social media has in today’s world, all the possibilities but also the 

challenges”.  

For E and O, the way that the attacks has changed them is rather the continuous 

unconscious anxiety: “the anxiety is still in me, subconsciously. I don’t think about it but I have 

this fear that’s in me which wasn’t there before. Sometimes I get anxious when I go to a concert, 

when I am sitting in a bar, or even just the simple though that it could happen here, the what 

if” (E). O’s answer is a little more mixed: “It made me anxious for a while, and sometimes I 

think about it” (O).  

 All of the participants argue that it is not a viable solution for the media not to cover 

the terrorist attacks. Four of them agree the media coverage was necessary for cohesion and 

awareness, as well as fuel political and societal change (T, S, A, X): French people “would feel 

more detached and have a lack of empathy for similar attacks in other countries. […] This also 

means they wouldn’t question their system and would believe that there isn’t a problem: people 
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need to be aware of the flaws of the system to want to change it” (S). “Lack of information is 

very dangerous because people must be aware of terrorism, what it means and what it implies, 

in order to better fight against it in France but also in other countries”(X).  

E and O bring to light another perspective: the right to be informed. “I personally would 

have been enraged if I had not been informed by the media, it is their one main job. It would 

have reflected a degree of complicity” explains O. E describes a state of “indignation. It doesn’t 

even seem possible to me, it would not have been acceptable and would have shown a giant 

lack of credibility”.  

 

Change is necessary in order to improve the role of the media in peace education, and 

the participants seem to easily have ideas about this. In answer to the question ‘What do you 

think should be done differently by the media if a situation like this would happen again?’  

 

Figure 17 solutions provided by the participants (Compiled by the author) 
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A solutions offered by participants in multiple interviews is to end the culture of 

sensationalism (E, O). Another is the deconstruction of the enemy image, avoiding to “name 

the terrorist or showing their faces, it glorifies them and makes them into martyrs, creates a 

possibility for their names to be used as an example” (O), but also “the need to end the 

stigmatization and the identification of an enemy, and instead focusing on values. These values 

of violence and hatred are our enemy, and our values are peace and acceptance. If we share 

the same values as our enemies, we are in no way better than them” (T).  

The last type of solutions offered by some participants is a focus on better information 

(E). For A, this also means to “end the attempts at manipulating the people in a certain way 

and instead giving us the facts straight up”. A solution offered by S is to “create one single 

source of information accessible to all, trained and aware of the issues when covering 

terrorism”. She also offers the possibility to “integrate more alternative media in mass media, 

for example [...] inviting poets, artists, young people, to talk to society” (S).  

The participants also mention a better control of social media. “Yes, people have a 

freedom of speech, but this freedom of speech ends at the limits of hatred and disrespect. Nazi 

groups and extremist groups from all sides should be banned from social media, as they share 

ideas against society and peace. This is where the paradox of tolerance makes sense: you 

cannot under the pretext of tolerance, tolerate intolerance” (E). This paradox will be explained 

further in the next subchapter. W also finds social media control an important element and 

believes “there should be an international consensus on hate speech and its censorship”. For 

S, “social media shouldn’t allow people to share all these videos of the events which are highly 

traumatizing, do not spread any positivity and leaves open doors for interpretations”.  
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4.2. Discussion on findings 

The idea that the attacks affected the French population to a greater extent because of 

the targets representing everyday life, places anyone could have been at the moment, often 

resurfaces in the interviews and seem to confirm the research conducted by CREDOC and 

introduced in sub-chapter 1.2.1. All of the participants mention the 13/11/2015 terrorist attacks 

in those that affected them the most since 2000, and a few mention this closeness to them 

because of the people and the places that were targeted. A study by McIntyre offers the 

hypothesis as to why people remember the events of 9/11 better: “emotionally arousing events, 

such as those of Sept. 11, tend to be well-remembered after a single experience because they 

activate the amygdala" (McIntyre, 2005). However, the repetition of the imagery in the media 

can also be a factor at play.  

The perspective of the media coverage of the attacks seems quite complex: on the one 

hand, the participants reflect extremely negative ideas, including chaos, anxiety, 

sensationalism, and over-mediatisation; but on the other hand they admit that the media 

played a role in Peace Education to an extent. As can be seen in the study below, conducted by 

TNS in France in January 2016 interviewing 1061 participants over 18. The study asked the 

participants whether they would say the media coverage of the terrorist attacks of January and 

November 2015 avoided increasing the tensions between the different categories of the 

population.  
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Figure 18 Would you say that the coverage of the terrorist attacks of January and November 2015 by the media have avoided 

increasing the tensions between different categories of the population? Study by TNS, La Croix 

 

It appears 39% answered “rather yes” and 33% answered “rather no”. These results 

show how divided the perspectives of the media coverage are, as shown by the diversity of 

opinions from the participants of this thesis.  

Numerous studies have been conducted regarding media and terrorism in general 

(example A (Spencer, 2012), example B (Shoshani and Slone, 2008); example C (Cohen-

Almagor, 2005)), exploring the lessons learned and necessity to do better. Case studies have 

also been conducted on the media coverage of the Paris attacks of 13 Nov. 2015 (example 

Tsauro, 2016), as well as overall aspects of the attacks (example HSAC, 2016). These case 

studies highlight the failures of the media coverage of 13/11/2015, seen through the symbiotic 
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relationship with terrorism and as spreading the messages of fear and intolerance. The 

elements that characterises the media coverage of the attacks highlighted by the participants fit 

into this general understanding and the research conducted by scholars.  

The elements of chaos, fear and anxiety portrayed by the participants when referring to 

the media coverage also reinforce this symbiotic relationship (see sub-chapter 2.4.), where 

one of the aims of terrorism is understood as the state of terror they create. A study conducted 

by Shoshani and Slone (2008), predicted that participants would exhibit significantly higher 

levels of state anxiety, state anger, negative enemy perception and stereotypes after being 

exposed to media coverage of violent terrorism. The prediction was confirmed by the study, 

and corroborates the feelings expressed by the participants of this thesis.  

The interviews also show a serious lack of trust in traditional media by the 

participants: 6/7 declare that they do not trust traditional media. A study conducted by Kantar 

with French citizens (2019) show that 69% of the French population believe journalists do not 

resist pressures from political parties or the government, and 62% do not believe journalists 

resist monetary bribes, showing a lack of trust in journalists (Carasco, 2019). The study also 

shows that this distrust is not only towards traditional media: 48% do not trust information on 

social media when published by an information website, and 67% when published by a friend 

(Carasco, 2019). These results are confirmed by 7 respondents who were interviewed for this 

thesis and who also do not fully trust the media, even though it is our primary source of 

information nowadays. The report “How Youth Navigate the News Landscape” (2017) 

highlights the lack of trust and perceived bias in the news for young generations. Nevertheless, 

the participants showcase a stronger trust in alternative media which they describe as the true 

word of the people, bringing and unbiased opinion. This rejection of the traditional media 

sources in favour of alternative media sources in this relatively young population interviewed 

for this thesis could be explained by the internet generation (Macková and Šerek, 2017). It 
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could also be explained by a higher alienation from political institutions (Macková and Šerek, 

2017). As traditional media are seen by most of the participants as being controlled by the 

government, this distrust could also be explained by a disappointment in the government.  

The unequal reporting of terror is mentioned only by one participant. It is, however, a 

subject which was predominantly covered by scholars relating to terrorism in 2015 (example 

Sedrati, 2016). Sedrati offers a perspective of unequal reporting based on the Us-Versus-them 

theory: media coverage gives more importance to events related to ‘Us’, to which the audience 

will identify, rather than ‘Them’ (2016). “In an ‘Us-Versus-Them’ perspective, the view to 

victims and perpetrators is very subjective depending if they belong to “Us” or “Them”” 

(Sedrati, 2016). This idea has been argued by other articles and scholars, reinforcing the notion 

that human beings tend to be especially interested in events that might affect them personally. 

However, equal reporting is an important element of peace journalism (Lynch, J. & 

McGoldrick, A., 2010), as Peace Journalism includes that journalists should report the facts 

equally without polarization (Marthoz, 2017). The unequal reporting of the terrorist attacks that 

happened around the world in 2015 bring to light how far the media is from Peace Journalism 

(Jayakumar, 2015).  

Social Media and especially Facebook and Twitter were singled out extremely 

criticized for their lack of censorship of some content: Facebook was the subject of polemic 

due to their refusal or incapacity to censor a shocking image featuring the bodies of the 

deceased in front of the Bataclan, which was mentioned by S when referring to the shocking 

videos from witnesses that were easily available to people of all ages including children and 

teenagers. Twitter was also highly criticized for not cancelling the account of ISIS supporters 

(Smyrnaios, INA, 2015). The participants evoked these negative elements of the media related 

to freedom of speech, such as E who weighs the positive and negative arguing that this freedom 

of speech gave a voice to those preaching peace and to the victims but also allowed for negative 
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controverted opinions to be shared, as “anyone could say what they wanted and it was quickly 

spread on an international level” (X). The butterfly effect, which is mentioned by one of the 

participants, is a concept from chaos theory. It was first thought of by Lorenz in 1972 in a talk 

entitled ‘Predictability: Does the Flap of a Butterfly's Wings in Brazil Set a Tornado in Texas?’. 

The butterfly affect offers the assumption that small causes can have momentous effect, and 

was first a reference to weather predictions. However, as time went by, the term started being 

used in many sphere, including non-scientific contexts. When applied to social media, the term 

refers to the fact that a single post shared on social media can travel the world in seconds 

become viral and can have a cascading effect. The effects of social media being far-reaching, 

the consequences can be much larger than predicted. The butterfly effect can be positive as 

well as negative in social media: the solidarity after the attacks reached an international level, 

but so did the spread of fake news. Social Media was also criticized by four of the participants 

for being used as a trend rather than a real element of empathy and cohesion. These trending 

hashtags were mostly of cohesion and solidarity, such as #jesuisparis and #porteouverte. 

However, this trend is also illustrated by the rise and fall of ‘#refugeeswelcome’. The hashtag 

was used in a strong wave of support in September 2015, and then used as an irony after 

November 13: the hashtag then became trending amongst the anti-immigration campaigns, 

being shared along images of the attacks stating ‘we warned you’.   

As expected, the interviews also show the fact that the media coverage of the attacks 

played a role in peace education: no matter its failures, the media was the element that sparked 

international cohesion, solidarity. This side of the media coverage is too often overlooked by 

scholars when analysing the media coverage of the 13/11/2015. Alternative media spread 

messages of strength, of hope, of peace, through artworks, theatre plays, books. The 

participants mention art, book, significant actions, and even the role of social media as 

messages of peace, and there are many memorable examples. The movement Spray For Paris 
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called for an international mobilization of street artists. The messages they left on the streets 

of cities all around the world called for peace, unity, solidarity, and carried a message of hope. 

The movement also sparked on social media, where people shared the term “Fluctuat Nec 

Mergitur” (Latin phrase which roughly translates to “tossed by waves, but does not sink”) as a 

hashtag along with the art. 

 

Figure 19: We hope that one day, all the bombs will be made out of paint 

Another meaningful example is the artwork attributed to the famous street artist Banksy 

on one of the doors of the Bataclan concert hall, site of the attacks. The artwork, which 

represented national and international mourning after the attacks, was a symbol of cohesion 

also due to the fact that it was owned by no one and accessible to all. This is one of the 

characteristics of street art, which is the most meaningful in the place designated for it. The 

artwork was stolen in 2019 sparking national outrage and was finally found in June 2020. 
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Figure 20: Street Art by Banksy, located on one of the emergency exit doors of the Bataclan concert hall 

 

The open letter written by Leiris, followed by a theatre adaptation and a book titled 

‘you will not have my hate’, mentioned in the interviews, became an emblem against hatred 

and violence: he, who lost his wife in the attacks, convinces the readers that hate is not the 

answer (Leiris, 2016). “He was determined not to add to the sum of horror in the world or be 

more contaminated by it than necessary” (Kellaway, 2016). S also mentions the humour, which 

she believes was used by those who are experts at playing with words in order to deconstruct 

the enemy image and the attacks, showing how absurd these acts were.  

T argues that the arts allowed to reach individuals by an extent of emotions and through 

their personal sensitivity: those who are more auditory will be touched by the songs, others the 

images, or even the words. A song written by a German as a response to the attacks went viral, 

as the powerful lyrics warn the world of the consequences of letting fear turn into hate:  

“Fear stops us from seeing clear. 

You are angry and we can understand. 

But hate is not the road to travel along. 
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And won't put to right what is wrong. 

Out of fear comes hate, and hate turns to 

war.” (Diehl, Nur ein Lied, 2015). 

 

Although the media coverage played a role in peace education, there is still a long way 

to go. The possibility for greater control of social media is offered by participants as a way to 

improve the media coverage. However, it implies many challenges: it seems politically 

incorrect for private social media platforms to install censorship systems that hinder freedom 

of expression. Finding the right balance would require very specific democratic regulations, as 

these systems could easily loose balance (Smyrnaios, INA, 2015). There lies the paradox of 

tolerance which “admonishes us that the tolerance of the intolerant leads to intolerance” 

(Rosenfeld and Bollinger, 1987, p.1457). To understand this paradox further, “it seems 

contradictory to extend freedom of speech to extremists who advocate the destructions of 

democratic institutions and who would, if successful, ruthlessly suppress the speech of those 

with whom they disagree” (Rosenfeld and Bollinger, 1987, p.1457). Therefore, UNESCO 

adopted the Declaration of Principles on Tolerance on 16 November 1995, which states that 

“Education is the most effective means of preventing intolerance” (UNESCO, 1995). 

 “Education for tolerance should be 

considered an urgent imperative; that is 

why it is necessary to promote systematic 

and rational tolerance teaching methods 

that will address the cultural, social, 

economic, political and religious sources 

of intolerance - major roots of violence 

and exclusion. Education policies and 

programmes should contribute to 

development of understanding, solidarity 

and tolerance among individuals as well 

as among ethnic, social, cultural, religious 

and linguistic groups and nations” 

(UNESCO, 1995). 
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This declaration links back to the core principles of Peace Education and highlights the 

importance of Education for tolerance. Education for tolerance, or Peace Education, should 

work on “countering influences that lead to fear and exclusion of others” (UNESCO, 1995), 

which reflects back to what the participants mentioned: the elements of fear and anxiety shared 

by the media increased the division of the society and the exclusion of others, which then 

impacted the stigmatization. This stigmatization is perceived as inherent to society by O, A and 

E, and is identified as a common element in traumatic situations by W, X and T, where people 

feel the need to identify the enemy, to have someone to blame. This islamophobia is included 

in the structural violence and cultural violence that Peace Education strategies aim at reducing 

by sharing values that foster peace. The need for someone to blame is also represented by Leiris 

(2016): “Of course, having a culprit, someone to take the brunt of your anger, is an open door, 

a chance to temporarily escape your suffering. And the more odious the crime, the more ideal 

the culprit, the more legitimate your hatred. You think about him in order not to think about 

yourself. You hate him in order not to hate what’s left of your life. You rejoice at his death in 

order not to have to smile at those who remain”. His words resonate as a call to stop this focus 

on the enemy image.  

Education for tolerance should also “help young people to develop capacities for 

independent judgement, critical thinking and ethical reasoning” (UNESCO, 1995). This 

independent judgment, critical thinking and ethical reasoning is extremely important for people 

to interpret the media and media coverage, as was stated by T that social media content is open 

for interpretations and subject to bias. A better control of social media contents is therefore a 

possible element to improving the role of the media in peace education, but also peace 

education strategies should include elements teaching young people how to select and interpret 

media and other information sources.  
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Due to the symbiotic relationship between media and terrorism, explained in subchapter 

2.4., we could thing that a solution would be for the media to avoid covering terrorism. 

However it is clear that it is not the case. The participants mainly mention the right to be 

informed and the necessary aspect of the media coverage to raise awareness and fuel solidarity. 

Additionally, preventing the media from covering terrorism presents two grave issues: one 

normative and one practical (Spencer, 2012). First, free media is a key element of democracies:  

“If the freedom of the media is sacrificed 

in the name of combatting terrorism one 

has allowed small groups of terrorists to 

destroy one of the key foundations of a 

democratic society. It is also an insult to 

the intelligence of the general public, and 

would totally undermine confidence in the 

veracity of the media if censorship was to 

be introduced” (Wilkinson 2000 p. 185). 

Therefore, a ban on all terrorism reporting is not compatible with democratic values (Spencer, 

2012). Secondly, this does not seem possible is practice, due to the large amount of different 

media channels nowadays accessible to the public, such as alternative media (Spencer, 2012).  

Preventing the media from covering terrorism is therefore not a solution, however we 

can improve its coverage. In order to improve the role of the Media in Peace Education when 

covering acts of terrorism, scholars have developed guidelines and frameworks. Ground rules 

for journalists when covering terrorist acts were published by UNESCO in Terrorism and the 

Media: A Handbook for Journalists (2017). Although the ground rules were offered two years 

after the attacks, they give a perspective of how it should have been handled. The propositions 

mentioned by the participants also seem to relate back to these ground rules. The participants 

offer three main solutions: better information, end sensationalism and deconstruct the enemy 

image. E, A and T mention the over-information and rush to cover the attacks without properly 

checking the facts, and the first very important element in the discipline of journalism 

developed by UNESCO is caution and doubt: after an attack, there is a lot of information 

missing and there is a lot of uncertainty. It is essential for journalists to remain highly critical 
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of every information they come across and avoid rushing into accusation before these have 

been proven, but also avoid getting involved with rumours. “The media must set up a 

monitoring team tasked with tracking and deconstructing rumours” (Marthoz, 2017). O 

mentions the buzz and the attempt to attract the audience which gives A the impression of being 

manipulated. E refers to the overbidding of horror and the sensationalism, which is mentioned 

multiple times by Marthoz: “The threat and the challenges that the authorities and society face 

must be apprised serenely, without giving in to exaggeration, sensationalism” and “citizens 

expect the media to inform them as completely as possible without going overboard or resorting 

to sensationalism” (Marthoz, 2017), referring to an ethical challenge on the part of the media. 

T mentions the list of names and ages that for her was a message of peace, as each line 

represented a life taken to violence. This is also in the UNESCO handbook for journalists, 

stating that they have a duty to balance information with humanity, and to treat the victims as 

more than just names and numbers.  

The handbook shows the importance of the words chosen when covering acts of 

violence and terrorism. Journalists should avoid words which could result in stigmatization. 

They should also deconstruct and use counter-speech rather than censor hate-speech. The use 

of the term ‘terrorist’ and ‘terrorism’ are also controversial, as “Apocalyptic language is the 

language on which fundamentalism prospers.” (Marthoz, 2017). The careful and relevant 

choice of terms when covering terrorism is an important element to improving the media 

coverage and fuelling values of peace rather than exacerbating violence and hate.  

The question of whether or not we should use the term ‘war on terror’ is increasingly 

relevant in terrorism and peace studies, and is also brought up by Mathoz (2017). The 

participants seem a bit confused of the implications of the term during the interviews: for most 

of them it is just a way to make an impact. However, one of the participants mentions that the 

term has an extremely negative connotation and preaches values of violence rather than peace. 
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Noddings (2011) states that the term ‘war’ supposedly takes on a positive connotation when 

used for a cause against evil: “war is evaluated in an oddly ambivalent way. On the one hand, 

we say that we dread it, and our leaders claim that no one wants war. On the other hand, we 

invoke the word war to emphasize seriousness of purpose. We have launched wars on drugs, 

on poverty, and on terrorism. War, for all its horrors, takes on a positive connotation when it is 

conducted against some perceived evil.” (Noddings 2011, p.13). Nevertheless, the term has 

been highly criticized. “If you talk about a people as engaged in a ‘War on Terror’, you risk 

not only dignifying their cause, you risk treating them as soldiers and not as criminals” (Peter 

Goldsmith). Dominique Faget also gives an explanation of why this term is inadequate: “On 

Friday, November 13, we witnessed a series of terrorist attacks in Paris, blind massacres, the 

worst attacks the French capital. But this is not a war. War is to live in daily fear of death, to 

live on borrowed time, to not have security anywhere, anytime. It’s to watch people falling 

around you every day, from bullets or shells that rain down on entire cities.” (Dominique Faget, 

AFP, 2015). The metaphor of terrorism as a war also means the use of the military is 

appropriate (Sarbin, 2003).  

Terrorism, in this thesis, is seen as a much more complex and deeply-rooted issue to which 

an army is not an appropriate answer. Strategies of peace education targeting the structural 

violence and cultural violence are solutions both to the response of the population to terrorism 

and to avoid answering to hate with hate, but also to answer deeply rooted problems in society 

that lead young people to follow the path of violence.  

Chapter V. Conclusion 

The thesis set out to develop a conceptual and theoretical framework fit to understand the 

core concepts of the role of media in Peace Education when covering acts of terrorism. This 

framework is based on a constructivist approach to peace education and mediatization. As 
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illustrated in subchapter 2.5, under social-constructivist assumptions, our knowledge is 

constructed by the social context we live in. As the theory of mediatization has it (see chapter 

2.6), the social context is largely influenced and affected by the media. Therefore, it is 

reasonable to argue that media influences our knowledge and understanding of the world, and 

that if used as a strategy, the media can be a positive element for peace education.  

The thesis outlines the main limitations of the research, and it is hoped that in conducting 

this research, the limitations of the researcher bias have been reduced to a minimum and that 

allowing the respondents to present positive as well negative perceptions have helped to lessen 

the inevitable research limitations described in subchapter 3.5. 

The deductive methodology used for this qualitative case study research under the subjective 

interpretative philosophy allowed the author to answer the research questions at stake for this 

thesis.  

• Did the media play a role in peace education in its coverage of the Paris terrorist attacks? 

The hypothesis that the media’s coverage of the 13/11/2015 attacks played a role in peace 

education was confirmed by the data gathered from the interviews. The media played, to an 

extent, a role in Peace Education. Social Media was a central element to the international and 

national solidarity and cohesion and allowed for everyone to have a voice. Messages of peace 

were shared through art, music, theatre, books, and many more platforms, and were also in 

some part included in traditional media too. 

➔ What characterizes the coverage of the attacks by the French media?  

➔ How did French citizens perceive the media’s coverage of the attacks?  

The findings of this research thesis mirror the findings of previous research when 

analysing the characteristics of the media coverage of the 13/11/2015 terrorist attacks trough 

the perception of French people. The study reinforces the idea that the media exacerbated the 
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climate of anxiety and fear, through its symbiotic relationship with terrorism, carrying the 

terrorist message. The impact of the media coverage was visible on growing stigmatizations in 

the country, with the spread of hatred and intolerance through social media. Fake news and 

unverified information were extensively shared both via traditional media and social media. 

This study also brings to light a distrust in traditional media and a growing preference for 

alternative independent media in the younger generations, showcasing a shift in the way the 

youth navigate the news (Cappello et Al., 2017). Alternative media, according to the 

participants in this study, allowed for an unbiased information capable of conveying values of 

peace. 

➔ How can the media’s role in peace education particularly when covering 

terrorism be improved further? 

The results of the study highlight that preventing the media from covering terrorism is 

not a solution: rather, it offers suggestions to improve the role of the media in peace education 

when covering acts of terrorism. These propositions were offered by the participants and linked 

to previous literature’s frameworks and suggested guidelines. These solutions mentioned by 

the participants include mainly a better control and censorship of social media, better structures 

and rules to verify and share the information, the end of the culture of sentionalism in the media, 

as well as the deconstruction of the enemy image. This study shows the importance and need 

for Peace Journalism and Peace Media. As Galtung proposes, peace journalism needs to be 

oriented towards notions of peace, truth, people and solutions (Transcend, 1997). 

This study further acknowledges that Media is a necessary element of peace 

development and peace education, but cannot on its own address the root causes of conflict or 

the structural violence present in a society: peace media strategies should be used as a part of 

a comprehensive political process of peace education.  
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6.3. Recommendations for further research 

In the past, there has been many instances where media coverage of terrorist attacks 

were extremely problematic and irresponsible (Cohen-Almagor, 2005). It shows an urgent need 

to develop a framework of guidelines for the media when covering terrorism (Cohen-Almagor, 

2005). A few attempts have already been made in this direction; however, further research 

analysing strategies for the use of media for peace education in the context of terrorist attacks 

are needed, as well as an international consensus on a framework for the media when covering 

terrorism. Further research on the use of communication strategies for peace education are 

essential, with a focus on positive peace rather than war, as outlined in sub-chapter 2.7. 

Additionally, “Alternative media research is an under-resourced, under-represented, and 

under-researched field – the neglected spot in communication and media studies” (Fuchs, 

2010). This thesis presents the hypothesis that the younger generations have a tendency to trust 

alternative media rather than traditional media. Further research into alternative media 

strategies and its possibilities for peace education are also recommended. 
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Chapter VI. Self-reflection  

7.1. The art of learning 

According to Mumford and Honey (1982), learning has two solid values, the process 

of acquiring knowledge and skills and the end of the first process. This phenomenon of learning 

can be achieved in a number of ways including education, training, experiences, interacting 

with the surroundings, etc. A person is said to have learned something new when the skills or 

the experiences can be seen in their line of work. Mumford and Honey (1982) proposed the 

concept of ‘Learning Style Questionnaire’ in which a person responds to the questions and the 

answers determine the suitable learning type for that person. The Learning Style Questionnaire 

(LSQ) takes four types of styles of learning into account: The Activist, The Pragmatic, The 

Reflector and The Theorist. These learning approaches are what is naturally opted for by 

individuals to enhance one’s own learning experience, deeply understand their style and ways 

to apply them in various situations. "Improve your learning skills and processes. Increased 

awareness of how you learn, opens up the whole process to self-scrutiny and improvement. 

Learning to learn is your most important capability since it provides the gateway to everything 

else you want to develop" (Honey, 1995).  

They are provided with a co-dependent model as shown in the figure below. 
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Figure 21 Learning Styles (Honey and Mumford, 1982). 

From the model provided by Honey & Mumford (1982), it can be seen that the first 

stage in learning comes from having an experience, the second from reviewing the same 

experience, the third by concluding on that experience and finally by developing relations to 

the entire process and incorporating it in new actions. This model can be applied to my style 

of working too at different phases of my research. When choosing my subject and gathering 

the primary data, it was mostly an Activist phase of working. Then, during the time of research 

methodology, a qualitative approach was chosen which shows The Reflector style of learning 

as I was keen on having self-analysed questionnaires and drawing observations from the 

feedback of others. What followed was a long phase of The Theorist style of learning, as I 

worked to understand the relationships and the underlying theories which hold my research 

together. Then at the stage of data analysis and concluding my findings by supporting the 

primary data and the secondary data, a dominant Pragmatist style was adopted. 

I personally truly enjoyed The Activist style of learning from the beginning. It helped 

me develop an unbiased approach to my research and my findings were substantially arising 

from the immediate observations at that point.   
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To understand more about the phenomenon of personal learning, Kolb’s model is used, 

also called ‘Learning Styles Inventory’ (LSI) which serves as a constant tool for the 

constructive validation of experimental learning theories. According to Kolb (1981), the 

phenomenon of learning happens in four stages and is based on the situation at the point. Each 

learning staged from the figure above is matched with a particular stage of learning.  

 

Figure 22 Kolb’s Learning Cycle & Stages (1981) 

 

Before the start of the thesis, and after completing the thesis I took the Learning Style 

Questionnaire also proposed by Kolb to see where the individual fits in terms of learning styles. 

The questionnaire comprises of 80 questions, and from the start I showed strong preferences to 

an Activist approach, and by the end my inclination was more towards a Reflective style of 

learning (the questionnaire can be found in References). This shows how over time, working 

on the thesis has changed my style of learning and made me more flexible towards identifying 

and solving problems. I also particularly enjoyed developing my skills at The Theorist type of 

learning and understanding the importance of underlying concepts and theories. The Theorist 

type was, before working on the thesis, my lowest preference, but had improved significantly 
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after working on the thesis. Hence, it can be concluded that learning styles can vary under 

different situations, and are possible to change through different learning experiences. 

7.2. Development of personal skills 

Furthermore, I wanted to conduct a research which was meaningful to me and allowed 

me as well as other people to learn extensively on the subject, and I feel I have achieved this 

goal. I admit this topic was quite difficult to approach at first, as I remember so vividly the 

events and had close relatives in Paris at the time, but the more I researched the more I was 

able to take a different approach and transform these feelings into a motivation to pursue this 

research. I can also proudly say that I was able to balance time and stress management 

successfully. This was my first time of writing a substantial research-based work, so to write a 

thesis and understand the work that goes into a scientific paper was challenging but the results 

made me realise my professional and personal potential. I also was worried in staying on a 

specific theme and not going out of the subject, which is one of my flaws in the academic field. 

I must admit that it was complicated to decide upon one specific topic as I was tempted to 

explore all the other possibilities and my other research interest too but I am however happy 

that I chose this subject in the end. I also felt restrained to some extent due to the fact that I 

could not go further into the subject as there was limited amount of time and limited amount 

of words. As a result of conducting this research, my knowledge about Peace education, the 

media and terrorism has increased drastically, and I feel much more confident about the 

possibilities of any future research now.  
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Appendix 1: example of coded analysis (step 2) of an interview  

 

4) What are, according to you, the two main consequences of the attacks?  

 

 

The feeling of fear was in part due to the fact that everyone could identify themselves with 

the victims: the attacks took place in places where anyone could have been, so I think 

everyone was thinking it could have been them. 

I would also say a more divided society as the fear of the other was intensified, also by 

general misunderstanding of terrorism 

 

 

5) Do you remember the media coverage of the attacks? If yes, what can you say about 

it?  
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There was a climate of anxiety and the over mediatisation just made it worse. Everyone had 

something to say, especially the media, even when there was nothing left to say. Yet, we still 

wanted to watch to try and understand what was happening. It was complicated to find the 

right information, it was a mess. The sources were not reliable.  

 

 

9) Do you believe mass media played a role in peace education after the attacks? If yes, 

how? 

 

No, the media accentuated the climate of anxiety rather than peace education, it focuses on 

the negative. The media can be fake and hypocritical. I think it reinforces violence. 

The positive point was to reinforce a feeling of belonging, everyone gathered behind the fact 

of being French or standing with france. 

11) Do you believe the use of the term ‘war on terror’ was justified? 

 

The term incites violence, fear, and takes a negative stance. Maybe there would be a way to 

put it that would focus on the need for peace rather than the need for war 

 

12) According to you, did Social media help for solidarity after the attacks? Do you think 

Social media participated to national and international cohesion? 

13) Did Social media participate in the propagation of rumours and un-verified facts? 

 

 

Social media gave everyone a voice, gives the option to express themselves, and isn’t 

reserved only to the elite or to artists. The problem is that these opinions can be subject to 

bias, have wrong interpretations or things that are misunderstood and it makes it complicated 

to know what is true and what is not. 

 

 

14) Were the facts you were first given in accordance with the facts that were officially 

confirmed later on? If no, explain. Why do you think that is? 

 

 

No, there was too much chaos and all media trying to get the information, we knew way after 

(maybe a few days after) when things calmed down what the real facts were. 

 

15) Do you think there was many messages of peace shared after the attacks? If yes, can 

you cite an example? 

 

The scale of ‘Je suis Paris’ shared everyone, I think there was so so many messages of peace. 

I remember being so touched by the list of names and ages of the victims of the attacks. The 

list was so long, and each line was a life taken. It really created a certain  empathy. 

CODING 

Fake news, chaos, lack of information 

General confusion and misunderstanding 

Structural violence & violence in general 

Climate of fear and anxiety  

Cohesion 

Peace 
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Appendix 2: Interview questions (translated from French) 

The accurate translation of the documents was considered a very important part for the 

researcher. The data was gathered in two languages, both of which I speak. However, jumping 

from sets of data in one language to another can be complicated. The process was done as 

accurately as possible, while respecting grammar rules in both languages.  

 

 

1) How old are you?  

2) What is your occupation? 

3) Can you cite the terrorist acts committed in the world or in France that affected you the 

most since 2000? Why? 

 

The following questions are about the 13th November 2015 terrorist attacks in Paris. Do you 

remember the events? 

 

4) What are, according to you, the two main consequences of the attacks? Why? 

- A feeling of fear 

- A greater social cohesion 

- A stronger commitment of citizens 

- A more divided society 

- A threat to individual liberties 

- Reinforced security measures  

- Other (please specify) 

 

Peace Education is the “process  of  promoting  the knowledge,  skills,  attitudes  and  values  

needed  to  bring  about  behaviour changes that will enable children, youth and adults to 

prevent conflict and violence,  both  overt  and  structural;  to  resolve  conflict  peacefully;  

and  to create  the  conditions  conducive  to  peace,  whether  at  an  intrapersonal, interpersonal, 

intergroup,  national or international level” (Fountain, 1999) 

 

For this study, the term ‘media’ is taken as what is generally called ‘traditional’ mass media 

(which includes the radio, the television, the magazines and the newspapers) as well as 

alternative (free and independent media, Street art, theatre, etc.) and social media.  

 

5) Do you remember the media coverage of the attacks? If yes, what can you say about it?  

6) Do you remember the way you found out about the attack in details? The first person 

to who you talked to? Your close ones’ reactions? 

7) What was the source through which you found out about the event? 

- Social Media 

- Word of Mouth 

- TV News Channel 

- Newspaper 

- Other (please specify) 

8) Did you use social media to express your solidarity? Did you get asked via social media 

if you were alright?  
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9) Do you believe the media played a role in peace education after the attacks? If yes, 

how? 

10)  According to you, was there a lot of stigmatization of Muslims after the attacks? 

Explain. 

11) Do you believe the use of the term ‘war on terror’ was justified? 

12) According to you, did Social media help for solidarity after the attacks? Do you think 

Social media participated to national and international cohesion? 

13) Did Social media participate in the propagation of rumours and un-verified facts? 

14) Were the facts you were first given in accordance with the facts that were officially 

confirmed later on? If no, explain. Why do you think that is? 

15) Do you think there was many messages of peace shared after the attacks? If yes, can 

you cite an example? 

16) According to you, did Alternative media (explain the term) help to propagate messages 

of peace? 

17) According to you, what would happen if the media made no reference to the terrorist 

attacks? 

18) Which opinion is closest to yours: 

- The diversity of cultures and origins makes communal life difficult. If so, why? 

- The diversity of cultures and origins is an asset. If so, why? 

- None of the above. If so, why? 

19) Did the attacks change something for you personally (in the way you perceive things)? 

20) Do you trust more alternative medias or traditional medias? Explain. 

21) Can you give an example (or more) of alternative medias other than social media that 

played a role in peace education?  

22) What do you think should be done differently by the media if a situation like this were 

to happen again? 

 

Appendix 3: Informed Consent Form (translated from French). 

 [Informed Consent Form for _________________________________]  

This informed consent form is for individuals over 18 and under 40 of French nationality and 

living in France, who we are inviting to participate in this research, titled “The role of the media 

in peace education", using a specific case study.   

[Name of Principle Investigator: Caroline Franzen]  [UOC / UNITAR]  [The role of the media’s 

coverage of terrorism in peace education]   

  

This Informed Consent Form has two parts:   
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• Information Sheet (to share information about the study with you)   

• Certificate of Consent (for signatures if you choose to participate)   

You will be given a full copy. 

  

Part I: Information Sheet   

Introduction   

I am Caroline Franzen, this research is part of my final thesis for my Master in Conflict, Peace 

and Security with UOC/UNITAR. I am doing research on the role of mass media in peace 

education, more specifically after a tragedy, taking a specific case study of a terrorist attack. 

This specific case study will not be revealed to you before you participate. I am going to give 

you information and invite you to be part of this research. You do not have to decide today 

whether or not you will participate in the research. Before you decide, you can talk to anyone 

you feel comfortable with about the research, and are welcome to ask me any question. 

This consent form may contain words that you do not understand. Please ask as you go through 

the information and I will take time to explain. If you have questions later, you can ask them. 

 

Purpose of the research   

For the purpose of the research, the term media will include traditional mass media such as the 

television, the radio, the newspaper, but also social media as well as new alternatives forms of 

communication such as theatre plays, speeches, etc.  

The media is an important element of our societies as it is one of the main means to 

communicate information nowadays. In the event of a tragedy such as a terrorist attack, the 
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media reports on the facts and the events.  I want to learn about how you feel about the 

representation of terrorist attacks by the media, its positive aspects and its negative aspects, 

and how it affects your individual memory. I also want to learn about how the media impacted 

you and your perception of the events. I believe that this will help us analyse the possibilities 

for media to have a role in peace education after a terrorist attack. 

 

Type of Research Intervention  

This research will involve an interview. Due to isolation in times of COVID-19, you will 

answer the interview by video call.   

  

Participant Selection   

You are being invited to take part in this research because I believe your experience and 

memory of the events as a French citizen can contribute to our understanding and knowledge 

the media’s coverage of the events.    

 

Voluntary Participation   

Your participation in this research is entirely voluntary. It is your choice whether to participate 

or not. You can choose not to participate. Please note the answers will be completely 

anonymous.  

You may change your mind later and stop participating even if you agreed earlier. 

  

Procedures   
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We are asking you to help us learn more about the media’s coverage of the terrorist attacks. 

We are inviting you to take part in this research project. If you accept, you will be asked to 

participate in an interview.   

For the interview, it will take place by video call. If you do not wish to answer any of the 

questions during the interview, you may say so and the interviewer will move on to the next 

question. No one else but the interviewer will be present unless you would like someone else 

to be there. I will be taking notes during the course of the interview, and the information 

recorded is confidential, no one else except myself will access to the information documented 

during your interview. The notes of the interview will not identify anyone by name. The 

transcript will be kept saved on a special file on my computer. The information recorded is 

confidential, and no one else except myself will have access to it. The information will be 

deleted after September 2021.  

 

Duration   

The research takes place over 3 month in total. During that time, we will conduct one interview 

with you. 

   

Risks   

We are asking you to share with us some personal information about an event that could have 

been traumatic to you, and you may feel uncomfortable talking about some of the topics. You 

do not have to answer any question or take part in interview if you feel the question(s) are too 

personal or if talking about them makes you uncomfortable.   
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Benefits   

There will be no direct benefit to you, but your participation is likely to help us find out more 

about how the media can have a positive role in peace education after a tragedy.  

 

Confidentiality   

The research being done online, it will not draw attention. We will not be sharing information 

about you to anyone outside of the research team. The information that we collect from this 

research project will be kept private. Any information about you will have a letter on it instead 

of your name. Only the researchers will know what your letter is.  

 

Sharing the Results   

The knowledge that we get from this research will be shared with you when it is finalized. You 

will receive the finalized thesis after submission to the university, and a summary of the results.  

  

Right to Refuse or Withdraw   

You do not have to take part in this research if you do not wish to do so. You may stop 

participating at any time that you wish. I will give you an opportunity at the end of the interview 

to review your remarks, and you can ask to modify or remove portions of those, if you do not 

agree with my notes or if I did not understand you correctly. 

   

Contact  
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If you have any questions, you can ask them at any time. You may contact me at: 

carolinefranzen14065@gmail.com. 

 

You can ask me any more questions about any part of the research study, if you wish to.  

Part II: Certificate of Consent   

I have read the foregoing information, or it has been read to me. I have had the opportunity to 

ask questions about it and any questions I have been asked have been answered to my 

satisfaction. I consent voluntarily to be a participant in this study   

 

  

Statement by the person taking consent  

I have accurately read out the information sheet to the potential participant, and to the best of 

my ability made sure that the participant understands:  

1. The participation is voluntary and anonymous 

2. The research is about the media coverage of terrorism. 

3. You will be asked to take part in an interview via video call. 

4. There is no obligation to answer all the questions.  

 

I confirm that the participant was given an opportunity to ask questions about the study, 

and all the questions asked by the participant have been answered correctly and to the 
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best of my ability. I confirm that the individual has not been coerced into giving consent, 

and the consent has been given freely and voluntarily.   

Name of Participant__________________          

Signature ___________________  

Date ___________________________  

   D/m/y 
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